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ABSTRACT
Four papers copcerned 4tithAclarifying'oome pragmatic

'phehomena bycoMparing them in English andJFinnish are presented.
"Diiectives in English and finnish" compares the conventionalized
-forms of.expressing the directive speech Act primarily from the
viewpoint of their sententiAll form and content and their ,

appropriateneOs in context. "English Parenthetical Clauses ofthe.
Type 'I Believe/YOu Know' and'Thei Finnish Equivalents" examines the
difference between function and content in these clauses in the two
languages. "'This',' 'That', 'It' vs. 'Tame., 'Tuo', 'Se'" looks at
the various uses of the demonsfrative pronouns and their relationship
in theory. "'Please' 'and''Ole Hyva'" analyzes the issue of only
partial functional correspondence of, worft and phrases that-errs, often
given as equivalents in language instruction. Arbibliography is .
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CROSSLANGUAGE STUQIES IN' PRAGMATICS':, INTRODUCTION

Most preseiday linguists would agree with Leech'i (1983) claim
that' we can `only really understand the nature, of language if we under-

-stand pragmatics, which Leech equates with the study of lantuage .used
in communication. .For a definition of pragmatics this is; however, too
vague. Defining the. field of pragmatics is by no meant4 an easy task, as
is very well illustrated by Levinson (1983). Particularly difficult seems
to be the drawirig;of distinctions between semantics Ancipragmaties and
between pragmatics and sociolinguistics. if indeed such, distinctions are
necessary.. Leech -sees the difference between pragmatics rind semantics
in their different definitions of meaning: Meaning in ;prilgmatles IS

defined. relative to the user of language, whereas in semantics it is

defined 'purely as a property of expressions in a given langutiee, in
abstriwtIon front particular situations, speakers, or, heaters'. On the
same lines with Leech's view, although more detailed, Is Gazdnr'8 (1979)
definition of pragmatics., which is also the one that Levinson (1983:12.)
favours: 'Pragmatics has is its toyke those aspects of the' meaning of
utteran.ces. which cannot be accounted for by straightforward reference
to qe truth conditions of the sentence uttered. Put crudely: pragmatics
= meaning t rut h eonditions '

Although the above definition indicates where to draw the border-
li le between semantics and pragmatics, it leaves' open the question of
the borderline at thc other 'vim', ie. between pragniatics and soeiolin-
guist es. In whet way`or to what extencshould pragmatic studies take

.
'into consideration particular situations, speakers, and hearers? One of
the possible definitions for iirsgmatics tqat Levinson (1983:24) considers
and, which'he regards 08 the most popular one Is that 'pragmatics is the
study of the ability of language users to pair sentences with the .con-
texts in which they would be aripropriate'. Such er definition cats
pragmatics to overlap with ,sociofingulstice because appropriattliess Is

one of the aspects of- communicative competence. as defined by Uymes
(1971). and conimunicathie_competen an be considered the object of

.sociolinguistic studies. !Moreove bo said that pragmatics, if
defined in this\ way, comes close t1 psycholinguislien. Yet, there are
linguistic phenomona which are explained only halfway If we do not
consider also their appropriateness for conteirts. :

Leech (1983), seems to be stile to overcome this definitional problem,
by distinguishing general pragmatics from pragmalIngulstics an I Bodo:-

pragmatics. General pragmatics In, Seco*rding to hirti, concern d with
'the_ general' conditions of the communicative use of gang-tinge' rind thus 0
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fairly abstract type of study. Both pragmaljo:guistic's and sociopragma-
tics deal with concrete, language specific phenomena: pragmaliAguistica
considers what resources for conveying particular illocutions arc found
in a given language and soCio-pragmatics -studies ,how pragmatic princi-
ple operate in 'Efferent cultures, in different sotiitil situations, among
d ferbrit social classes, etc. This means, then, that we. have as it were
a pragmatic scale, one ehd of which touches grammar (in the sense L of
isttnly of the gtrueture of language') and the other adproaches sociol-
ogy. This also means that thMli are phenomena that can be called
pragmatic even though they remain close to the grammatical end of the
scale and others that arc pragmatic in spite of their 'sociolinguistic bias.
It is also justified to carry out studies which try to cover both the
granmuitical and the sociolinguistic end of the scale, which adds to the
understanding of pragmatic phenomena.

The Studies included in this volume start Prom the grammatical end
of the pragmatic Beale, and move towards the sociolinguistic one; most of

,

them, hoiiiffiv-ir, stay closer to the grammatical end. They can all be
called pragmatic on the strength of the definitions discussed above:
heictic expressions, to which the :demonstrative pronouns discussed in
the first paper belong. are a pragmatic phenomenon par excellence for
they are concerned with 'the encoding of many different aspects of the
circumstances surrounding the utterance,
'( LeVAnson

within the utterance HAW'
1983:55). Please and dfe lira which are' compared in the

second paper, are typically items whose analysis totally ossible

using traditional linguistic means but which have to be an with
reference to their function in -contexts. The tAirentheticals, diseu. sed in

- the fourth paper, are Wmilar to please and ole Ityvii iif that they are
really analysable only through their functions, but their -analysis can
remain fairly /close to the grammatical end. However, in the treatment of
the expressions of the directive speech act, one has to go further
towards the socioliniWtic le, their function cannot be explained

. without at least some consideratiOn of the effect of certain social .var-
lables,0 /IS will be seen hi the third paper. All the phenorrikna discussed
in the following papers are, however, anchored in context and resist
pure truth-conditional analysis.

The pragniatic nature of 111e lihenodienri mentioned above becomes
even' clearer when N1(1 try to compare them across languages, because
the same pragmatic: hinctions can be grammatleallzed very diffin'ent
wa.ys in different languagen, which' means that a semen co-syntpctie
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analysis does not offer sufficient material for .a 'cOmparison. 'Different
. features of the situation might be important in deciding what can be

- expreSsed, should be expresied, or how something 'ought to be ex-, ,

pressed in different languages. It is on the basis of languaie-ipecific
studies. and the material yie d by them that;,we cht., 'build up some
idea of just which aspects of,,r ntoxt of uttetances are' likely LTV

general to exert functional pressures on language' (Levinson 1983;43).,
General pragmatics in other words needs language-specific materiel and-
also crass- language comparisons to 'formulate its theories.. 'Levinson
(1983:43) suggests that such studies would offer us a 'discovery procei-
dure' for the relevant functiOns ueA'agsruage: we could first consider',
those r features of Context which are grammaticalized in some languages

.and then- proceed. to see hosw other languages,cithout such grammaticali:-
zations, express the same functions, if at all.

, Cross-language. comparisons of pragmatic phenomena arg important
also in other ways." It is now e generally acknowledged fact that for the.
language learner whether a child acquiring histher first lenguage or a'
second language learner it is nottenough to acquire/I arn gramisatical
competence, fie. the ability to. produce and recogniz grammatically
correct seritences,' but that their-use in appropriate sit lions- has to be
ieartit/agquired as well. As a matter of fact, 'pragmati mistakes mpy be ''s
morn Itioup than errors made in grammar or pronunciation, for, as
Thomas -(1983) points out ,liativespeakers make 'allowances for,:grammati- ,

cal and pronunciatiOn errors. whereas pragmatic errors, make the speak -,
era sound 'boorish or impolite, particularly if ;theY are grammatically
fluent. Ptagmittic errors'can lead to glorious misjudgements of the speak-
ers' personalities.andior their intentions. .

&knowing the above mentioned division into 'pragmalinguistics and
socio-pragmaticstfailures in this area can be either pragmaHnguistic or
socio-pragrhatic. The differe,nce is that 'pragmalinguistie failure is

Acaused. by differs ces in the linguistic encoding of pragmatic forces,
-socio--pragmatic fai re stems from the cross-cuktirally different per-
ceptiona of what nstitutes 'apprqpriate linguistic 'behaviour' (Thomas
1981:96); Both typ s of. failure can, however, be due td 'mother tongue
interference or, pe haps We should say, interference from the 'native'

,culture in t14 case of socio,pragmatic,failure. 'When committing pragma-,
linguistic fa urea the foreign language learners can be under the
erroneous assumption that the expression used for a particular function
in their mother tongue is directly translatable 'into the foreign lan-
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guage, which is not necessarily the (map. SOcio-pragmatic failure in its

turn might occur in cases in" which the expressions are gramnatically
and semantically equivalent in the two languages but differ ,in . t4ir.
apprOprititeness for social situations. From this it follows that pragmatic

.principles should somehow be included in foreign language teak hi ,

as Thomas (1983:109) puts it: we- do a. grave disservi e veil to-

those who are studying in the coutttry of the target language; if we
expect' students simply 'to 'absorb' pragmatic norms without explicit
formalization. Nor can 'we afflict to regard the' tetUfitng"..of Kragrnacie
appropriateness as the 'icing on the gingerbread something best left
until complete grammatical competence has bet attained.' This Means,

then, quit praginatic matters should be ineinded in foreign language

teaching tom early stages onwards, which in turn lead\to the need or
effective, teaching materials Ail, this area, Since, as was suggested
above, a lot of prakniatle fatilureCan 46 attributed tp mother tongue
intdrference, it follows blot. the planning of teachitg these \matters.

necessitates cross-langiuige comparisons betwEtti the ether tongue and

1.the titrget language in this.area.
. The following papers are all attempts to clarify Some pragmatic

phenomena. by comparing, them between English and Finnish. They are
problems which the Writer has been interested in over the' past few
years, without necessarily iraliring at the outset that they all have

-

common pragmatic ,denominator aNd could thus' be brought together

under the ,heading,of Cross-language pragmatics. Tiliey are-not intended.
, to be thorough investigations of the pragmatV amp they deal with.

Rather, 'they each pick up some phenomena of interest from a :much

wider area, the areas of speech acts, deixis, etc. The fact that they all
\ remain fairly close Ito the grammatical end of the pragmatic scale mak

the problems of methodology easier to' solve. If one were to go a

way to the sociolinguistic end of the Acale, the need would arise for
lots of natural conversational data in both languageiT, whiel, would set
serious limits to the possibilities that an individual researcherhati. It is

truec as Fraser, Itintell and Walters (1980:81) pilint out when discus-
sing the study of speech,, net realizations, hat 'thp likeliood as very,

very small that 'any prtieticablek number of observations will provide
enough examples of the same speech net with the contextual variables

sufficiently controlled to permit \satisfactory speculation on fliekir sig-

nificance'. The focus' of attenti4 being on the linguistic em-em-

ployed in expressing pragmat.Junctions,' thy' date can be kept' at the

a
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level of a limited' number of texts (even texts constructed by 'the ana-
fyst), ie. the ingthodology can 'I* that follo'Zted in recent linguistics.
This approach naturally gives only a. partial view. of the phenomena,
particularlyNincepara- and extralinguistic means of expression are left
out aliogether. It can, however, be argued that the phenomena discuss
ed in these papers are so many-skied and complex. that it is enough, as
a fist step to their comparison, to analyse the semanticosyntactic means
available for their realization. ,

The adtual contrasting between the two languages is carried out in
\----three different ways. In the case of the directive speech act the start=

ing point is the directive function itself, and both languages are aria-
ly sed as to the different means of realiiing this function. The starting
point of the comparison of please and ole hyva are these items them-
selves, which then are analysed functionally to see wh6ther they really
can be :considered to be pragmatically equivalent. The same procedure.

° ik followed in the. case of the demonstratives. This can be done because
1

these are linguistic.items which give the impreggion of being ecikivalent
in the two languages and are ofterimpresented as such in dietyanaries-
ana grammars. The discussion of parenthetiils starts' from. English,
attempts at -an analysis of their furvtions and then proceeds to see what
possibilities Finnish has for expressingtthe same ftwiitions. ,

It can be hoped thst even a partial analysis of these pragmatic
phenomena will give some ideas and material for both general pragmatics
and the more practical task of teaching pragmatic principles, and that
perhaps these analyses will inspire others to carry ,out further investi-
gations in this contrastively most interesting area.

4

t 0
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Syccch acts are undoubtedly the area of pragmatics that has
aroused the greatest. interest, not .oirily among linguists,, hut also among
philosophers, anthropologists, psyFhologists, -and even literary critics
(ef. Levinson 1983:226): The importance of speech. acts for foreign
langfage teaching is 'emphasized for example by Jakohovits and Gordon
(1974) and Widdowson (1978), who in discus9ing .language use and its
significance for language learning says that' it 'has to do with rOposi-
tions and the acts they are used to perform'. It is thus not enough to
aequtre the ability to produce correct .sentences in a foreign language,
it is also necessary to attain the ability to use them in effective commu-
nication, which necessarily includes Ale knowledge of their speech act
function. .

There are people who claiel that once you can produce ,correct
sentences in a foreign language their correct use wili .follow by itself,
there is no need for the explieitteac'hing of the speech act functions of
sentences. This view 4s apparentIP based on the assumption that Ithe
setaantico-syntactic structure of utterances alsq, reveals their speech act
function, which is not the case in what are ealldd indirect speech acts.
1)tius it is easy to believe Schmidt and Richards (1980:145) when they
point. out that 'instances of communication breakdown and misunderstand-.
ing among non-fluent users suggest that they frequently operate at the
surface structure level 141entifying propositional center* where it is
marked directly, by lekis and grammar but often missing indirectly

,
marked speech act functions'.

However, claims have been made about the universal nature of the
linguistic expressions -employed in expressing ,various speech acts.
Fraser (1978:19), for eicample, maintains that 'the strategies for per-.

forming .illocutionary acts, for conveying effects such as the intention
of politeness, conveying relative deference,' and for mitigating the force
of the utterance are esiihntIally the same across languages'. The term
strategy is used by Frasor to mean 'a particular choice of sentential
form 'and meaning which the speaker employs in order to perforM the
intended act'. According to Fraser, cultures differ only in which strat-

. ogles are considered appropriate ih a Oben context. This would mean
that in foreign ,language learning one would have to learn only new
attitudes to the appropriateness of strategies, but would not have to
Warn new strategies. Thin would also swan. that in contrasting speech
sets across languages we would only need to compare the appropriate-
nese of strategies, not the strategies themselves.

12
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If 'strategy' it taken to mean, as Fraser does', 'a Piaticula chioicet
of sentential form and meaning', the .universality of speech act atrate-
gics would suggest that thy uttcrancen Used in realizing a particular
speeth act would be di catty translatable from one language to .iinoti21.1.

Schmidt and Richards .190-.140), however, point .outs that although all ..
languages have performative verbs and some of them may be used for
example to issue directives; this' deer; not, mean that nil directive forms

I .. .
used for example in English 'have literal tratislati6ns which function in
the Same way in air language;'. Searte (1979450) also argues that 'the
standard form's of one language might not have the same speech act db.i
potential when translated into another langusge'.. Thus, if we talk about
the universality of speech get .stratekies, they have to, be phrased in
very general terms (cf. Schmidt and Richards 1980:140). Therefore,
although we dan ateinme that c(;rtaiti 'basic' speech tact types mutt be
universal it' would be difficult to imagine a language without the

possibility of issuing requests, milking assertions' or atAtig titiestiona
their actual expressiuns are not necessarily semantlically and .syntac.4
tically equivalent.' Th,it is. particularly the, case with' speech acts, such
os direcfs, Who're expressions tend to bticoape conventionalized. There
seems .thus to be need for (ross-language, research in the actual :ways

. pressingof .expreasing apeeeh acts', not only in the appropriateness of the
expressions in. (qven contexts.

The`" study reported. in this paper is an attempt to compare the
conventionalized forms of -expresaing the directive Apeech .act in English
and Finnish, mainly from the point Of view, of their sentential form'. and
content. An attempt is: o made to compare their appropriateness in
contextri. The focus

.,
is laced' on the sentential form and content With

on awareness that such a view only partially 'clarifies the possibilitieti of
expression since it negleds features such as intonation and pariOn-
truistic means of expression. 11.

. .

4

lairectives as Speech Acts .

An essential condition ler any chfitrastive analysis .is it definition
of .the tortium comparationis on which tile comparison of languages is to
be ctirried out In the present case this means a definitlen of the
directive speech act. In this revect, directives are Osier than other
speech not typeg in that they Reom ,to odur in

A
Writhe taxonomies .sug-

,,, .,

Bested for speech acts. The difficulty arises when we consider on what
basin they should be defined. Austin (1.962) thoughtathai a pliiaftificsitton
of speech nets (illecutionary nets) was possible.' on the basis of per

. 4, '`i,,

13 . ,,.:. ;.
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formative verbs, such as ask, ardor, suggest, and that although there
are over a thousand such verbs in. for example, English, a few bask
typos could be distinguished. Searle (1979:2) rejects Austin's desalt,
cation and warns againstiequating illocutionalp actd with illocutionary

elvverbs- because the verb's are language-Specific Whereas illocutionary acts
are part of langnage in general, not of any particular language. There- 1
fore, 'differences in illocutionary verbs are a good guide but by no
means a sure guide to differences in illocutionary acts' and not, a

.

suitable basis for a general. classification. Searle's own suggestion for a
taxonomy is based on felicity conditions, le. the conditions that have to
be' fulfilled for the felicitous performance of a speech act. Ills taxonomy
consists of five basic kinda of ace: (1) representatives, which commit
the speaker to the truth of the expressed proposition, (2) directives,
which arc attempts to make the hearer do something, (3) commissives,
which commit the speaker to Some ftiture action, (4) expresslves, which
express a psychological 'state, and (5) deciarationsfr.hich cause imme-
diate changes in the state of affairs.

The felicity conditions for directives, according to Searle (1979), ,

. are the following: the propositiOnal content condition Is that the speaker i IA .
4.

predicates a future act of the hearer, the preparatory condition Is that .
the speaker believes that the hearer Is able to perform the act, the
sincerity condition is that the speaker wants the hearer to \Perform the
act, and the essential condition is that the utt4rance counts as an
attempt t>ty the speaker to get the hearer to perform the act. It is these
condiflopethat James (1980). suggests should be taken as the tortilla)
comparatlonis for a .cont native analysis of this area. The problem with
this Is, hoWever,- that Searle's definitions and taxonomy can be and
have been criticized. .Levinson (1983:240), for example, is of the

.
opinion that Searle' typology is not oven built on felicity' conditions in
any spittle-ratio way and thus lacks 'a principled basis'. Edmondson's
(1981) criticism Is very much like that Searle himself directs to Austin's,
classification, namely that it ,relies or existing !olden! Utica, that Searle
144'1.0101811* classifies tiloqutionary verbs, not aegmenis 'of belVtiour.
Part of Edmondson's criticism coneerba the fact that the .whole piffle-
sophlcal apPrfich to speech acts overlooks their interactive role, ie.

that the hearer's interpretation oT the »meeker's belidoUr determines .

what the speaker's behaviour 'counts as at that point if) the ongoingi
ethivereation'- (Edmondson 1081:50). Others have' exprosseti similar
opinions: for .example, Each and Ilarnish (1979) point out that

14
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,
illocutionarytact is ommunlea(ivel successful If the speaker's Block,-
tionary intention is recognized hearer'. Franck (1981) also

emphasizes the fint that definitions of speech acts that are based on )
the speaker's intentions are not applicable to the analysis of real life
conununetion.. Thus, 'if one tries to apply speech act labels to natural
conversation it fawn .he nes obvious that the ;Accomplishment) of Vs°
speech acts typically' mentioned in speech set theory ilk requests,
permissions, offers, invi;.8..0118 and acceptlitions of offers etc. , is a

Dint end finely tuned .achievellit of several speakers' (Floinek 1981:
227).

The analysis of the speech act value of utterances Iii cent 'life
communication is male more comp ested by the possibility of their being
indirect, ie. the propositional content of the utterance does not as such
suggest wffat 2reect), net Is Intended to be performed:4the speaker says

0 one thing but means another. The hearer recognizes the speech' act
value of the utterance by drawing conclusions, ndt only from wha
speaker has said buckiso from the speech situation. Thus the dif --

.
mice between direct and indirect speech acts me' be defined as the
forMer being interpretable outside the context, the latter being context-

._

tied( for their efirrect understanding (see og. van der Auwera 1980).
There are, however, people gAvho, like.,Leeeh (1983), do not agree with
the division of speech acts into direct' and indir;'!ct but prger to talk
About degrees of directness or indtreetness. According to Leech

(1983:38). even the moat dire4- speech acts (like Switch on the

n. requires some inforencing front the part of. the hearer, More ver,
21 -heatvr!) are indirect means of achieving a goal atul even thole inter re

the case of directive speech acts many of the indirect expressions
have bemmie conventionalized, standard ways of expresshig this speech
set, such its interrogative sentenees that -seemingly inquire about the

0hearer's ability to perform the act (Can you Janis the finit?/ Vt4tko

metes suolaa?). In the case of such standardized ekpessitns, It Must
be trite? as Bach and Handel' f119:73) point dut, that the hanAr can
recognize the Apes er's .Illocutionary IOW 'just as immediately as if ft.
literal illocutionary i 't Were being performed',' that 'the idehtity of the
speaker's Illoeutionar intent is the first t'landidate to be arrived at in
the process of Inference'. Thlia, if the elm In, as it IS in the present'
paper, to fThtd out the conventional way4 of expressing a speech tot,
there 'Is no need for Striking to distinction between -direet end indirect
spoeell acts.1 Yet, although indirectness as such is . universals the

of

1

1 ti
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. .convention.. alized indire0 expressions need not be and, consequently,
. there.ismeed fora oross-language comparison.

Since the aim of this paper la not to carry ovt nu tinalyais
conversation but .to find out and compare the conventional ex,preasions

of tjie directive s(:eedh act in English and Finniah, the interactiontrole
of...the. expressions is not essential for the definition of the terthim
cemparationk Instead, the competition can be based on an intentional
definition of the directive speech act. Thus, the starting point could be
the definition of directivea given by liach I and Ilarnish (1979:47):

'directives exproas the speakera :attitude towerd some prospective

action by the hearer' and tthey iiirAexpress the apeaker'a Intention
-(desire, wish) that his utterance or the attitude it expreames be taken
as Jo) reason for the hearer to act'.

%Directivea, however, are a 'very -large ,group of speech acts,
particularly if queationa are, includq4' in them, 418 is doue by Searle.

iiThe' iii-rplusien has reIn with criticiam; Wunderlich (1979),, for example,

point out that almost all criteria that can be used speak against their
inclusion. But even with their excluaion many people have felt a need

for a subcategorizatien of directives'. Fraser (1978)..,' for example,

distinguishea six, subtypes on the basin of what 'sense' in the hearer
the act appeala to. Thus, for instance, requesting appeals to the

hearerra sense of mutual co-operation, whereas an appeal is directed
towatda the, hearer's sense of moral obligation. Fraser himself expresses
doUbts about his subtypes and quite rightly pointa out that sentences
often leave it open which type, ."of dirbetive la meant; it is often virtu-
ally impossible to knori to what 'sense' In the hearei the Utterance is
supposed to appeal. ,-

Green (1975) offers another atIggention for the diviaion of (life-
tfryys, 'based partly on .soehti, partly on linguistic criteria. The division

,,,..

r is Into orders, demands, requests, pleas,' and suggestions: The giver
.

61-'1 tan,, order believer; that ltchthe 'has authority and expects to be
obeyed; an order has. falling intonation and does hot admit the addition

ir

of please. The giver of a deS;11101t1 doer; not have any institutionalized
authority or circumstantial power over the addressee and not as much
expectation to he obeyed. A demand has falling intonation and cannot

,t, occur with "plena°. ItequetkAa, as ,opposed to orders 'and dentando, are

.". used )f14someone who has or who is neting es if ho /she has no author«

ity or power to compel compliance and will not be enraged b a refusal
MI

Ialthough expects the request' to be gratfted. teqttegte also empty polite.-
. .

. ' N.
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nes-s, which orders and demands do not, Linguistically they are - in
-English chariicterised by a slightly rising intonation, whereas order
have dearly falling intonation. Requests permit the -addition of please
and an if you will tag. Pleas In their turn contain no real expectation
of being granted, have a slightly, rising intonation and allow the addi-
tion of please. They are made from the position of subservience. Sug-
geations do not show any special maim/rity

or subserVience and the
speaker does not care much whether the. suggestion is carried out' Or
not.

...

. Green's subeategorization criteria are more concrete that Framer's.
:itilll it is doubt ful whether they are sufficient In recognising a par- .

titular subtype in actual analysis of data. They seine to leave too many
0,9*oblems unanswered. For example, there are no linguistic differences

_between an order and a demand, the only differenee being that in the
case of an order the speaker has' authority. and expects to be obeyed
whereas in the case of a demand he/she has no real authority and the ,
expectations for being obeyed are entailer. Furthermore, Green does not
mention whether one criterion is enough, or whether all criteria have to
be fulfilled if an utterance is to account for .example as .a request. Or,
does the fact Thlit an imperative sentence 'Mews the addition of please .

in some context, although it has not been used, make the sentence
funeti H. a request? It is likely that much more than some clear
linguistic signs enter into play in Rehm! speech situations , for eicample
such -pare- and extralinguistie factors as the general tone of votce .and

i
ceclat expressions.

The relative statuses of the participants are even less clear indl-
etera of subtypes than ere the linguistic criteria. In situations in

whiCh the participants have unequal 'institutionalized' social statuses the
. person with higher status can act as if he /she, had no authority and

use a request instead of an order or a demand, .without. thin milking
his/her position one of subaervienee. llf the statusfrof the participants
are equal, on what, bowie can we say that one assumes an authoritative
status and issues a command or assumes a subaervkint position and
makes a request? The difficulty, In °thir words, is in knowing What
assumptiOns the spehker has ms . abdut their statuses.

qi...It imams, then,. that no lab e ,criteria exist 'for a division of
directive speech acts, at least not one that would be usable for con-
itrastive analysii, because the criteria suggested are either too vague or
rely on language specific linguistic features (eg. Green's criteria con-
corning intonation andirthe addition of lilcaso). In the type of cross-

.
17
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language comparison envisaged here it is therefore butter simply to look
for the expresilions of the directive speech act in general, without
attempting any subeategorIzatIon.

The subsequent attempt at a comparison of the express s of the
directive speech act in English and finni-sh .then starts from follow-
ing asSumptions:

(1) It is enough for a cross-language comparison of 'this type to
define the speech acts on the basis of .speaker intentions. In the case
of (11rectIvea, the speaker's intention is to get the hearer to' do some-
thing, and we are looking for the expressions of this desire, wish.

(2) Instead Of a division of speech acts into direct and indirect
ones, it is more relevant to talk about different degrees of directrietts
or Indirectness, particularly since many of the 'indirect' expressions of
directives are so conventionalized that their directive interpretation is
'the first candidate to be arrived at in _the' process of Inference' (Bach
and Burnish 1979:173).

(3) No division of the directive speech arts into ,subcategories Is
felt necessary, particularly In view .cif the. fact that finding reliable
criteria for such a division in twt; languages is very difficult.

The first part of the following discussion concerns the sentential
form and content of the expressions of thv directive speech at In
English and Finnish. The division of the discussion follows the tradi-
tional' division into three basic s ntence types: imperative, interrogative
and declarative. wieh al us in ,expressing directives in both
languages. The procedure followed is like the one suggested by James
(1980): lists of possible realizations have been worked out on the basis
of the tertium comparatIonitt. Additional material has been collected from
the scripts of a British TV serial and those of Some Finnieh radio plays
as ,welt as a couple of plays in both languages. This data has been
supplemented by material found in stddles on speech. acts and material
heard in real life conversations. Resorting to 'tititn of this .kind is
naturally not the ideal approach, for conversations produced by
playwright are not necessarily 'a strategie research site for the under-
standing of nature; conversation' (Labov and ranshel 1977:350). The
ideal Would of course be to Collect recorded data Of real life converse-,
tions in both languages. But to guarantee that al) the possible expres-

,

1
Mons ocuur in the miglorial Abe date should be very extensive. The
materiel collected is analysed linguistically, paying particular attention
to the sentential fora'', Mel, polarity of the sentence (positive ye. liege..

1.8:
a

.
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tive), expressions of modality, the devices used for mitigation or en-
forcement of the illocutionary force.

Expressions of the Directive Speech Act
Imperative sentences. Imperativo sentences are direct ways .of

expressing directives; the central function of an imperative sentence is
that the speaker' tries to get the hearer to undertake' some action. Not
all imperative sentences ean, however, be understood as requests for
'action; this is true fe'r example of jykes, insults and proverbs, If the
speaker says to the listener, Drop dead, thin e'annof be taken as a
directive because It does not fulfill the preconditions set for directives,
Nor could wishes like 'Have a nice trip! or conditionals like Take .one
more step. atM I'll shoot be understood as directives (Labov and Fanshel
1977), however, in the majority of (Imes an imperative sentence is
intended and also interpreted, even without a context; as a directive
both in English and Finnish.

Engl!sh ,has only one imperative form of the verb; Finnish has two .
second person imperative forms, a singular and a plural one, The plural
form 45 naturally used when addrestiing more than one person but also
when addressing one person formally, The choice of the plural form in
addre4sing one.person indicates respect or a social distance between the
speaker and the listener. Naturally there issething polite in the plural
form itself but the social rules require its use in Situations that demand
manifestations of respect to the addiessee, although at the present
these social. rules seem to be very uncertain and vary almost from

person. to person, partilularly among younger' generations.
English has the possibility of adding the auxiliary do to an imper-

ative sentence (Do sit down!, Do cow in!), of which Quirk et al (1972:
406) say thateit creates a persuasive or irisistept imperative. 'As Finnish
has no formal equivalent of the English do, this type of an Imperative
sentence is not Possible in Finnish. The Finnish imperative sentence can
be made more persuasive .or insistent through the_ addition of" stich
words as toki, nyt, vaan, nyt sisfilin! is more persuasive
than Tule. sistitip!

The ,force of an imperative sentence can be mitigated in- English by
adding the word please: Please, sit down/Sit down please, The addition
of please is said to render the imperative centence more polite, and, as
was mentioned above, it has been claimed that its addition is a sign of
the utterance being a request rather than ar command. Geukens (1978)
argtlea that please has a conditional 'meaning, that it Ewa lexicelizatlon
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of a conditional (eg. if you don't mind), and that by using it speakers -

make the fulfilment of their requests depend on the (good)will' of the
1411 addressee. It would seem, however, that' please could lso be said to

have the function of making .the imperative sentence m e peraistunt,
. ie.

s
be equivalent to the use of'do, as in the following exa pie:

Oh please, just spare me this sudden!' impulse of paternal
instinct.

e The Finnish equivalent of please is ole/olkaa hyvii, which in itserf
is 'an imperative form with the literal meaning of 'be good'. It can be
added to an imperative sentence and renders the sentence more'polite:
Istu, ole hyvA/Ole hyvti ja ,istul The literal meaning of this expressiqn
suggests that it, too, could be interpreted as an appeal to the address-.

ee's (good)will, but in many cases it seems to be a mere politeness
formula. (

The English imperative sentence allows the addition of a question-
tag, either positive or negative:

Make sure that the Southampton police know about this, will
you

For C st's hang on a minute, will you?
Hey, put some more e in my drink, will you?

The question-tag is also a way of mitigating the force of an imperative,
it seems to be the same kind of an appeal to the address6e's (good)will
as please. Finnish has no question-tag that Could be Added to an impera-
tive. Some kind of question-tags in Finnish are expressions like elk6
totta and elks Min but since they literally mean 'isn't it true', they
cannot be added to an imperative sbntence. In colloquial Finnish kook°
can be used as a kind of question-tag with imperatives: eg.. Tule
thane, jooko.

Finnish, hoiever, - has a device for onitigatIng the force of an
imperative in the form of the clitics -hanfhlin and -pas/jalis (-pa/pil or
just -s in colloquial speech): eg. Luehan etemaLki,t Antiphon mennil
hyt, hues tuosta, Pido nyt kerran *uus klinni. It has been suggested
that -han/hAn makes a direttive more polite and friendly (Nylvsuomen
sa_nskirjs). Ilakulitielt (1976), however, points out that the use of
-Inin/tAn 'is limited to directives whose fulfilment Is not ..absolutely

`1111
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necessary. Moreover, there is a socialsocial its use: it is pos-
sible only if the 'speaker and the addressee are closely acquainted or
the. speaker's social status is higher than the addressde's (Kar.ttunen
1975, according to liakulinen 1976). Similar considerations se-etn to apply
to -ptciipas as well.

The English imperative sentence also -allows the occutrehce of the
subject you:

6

You look after -yourself.
These bottles, you get rid of them.
Well, you just crawl over to the bar and spike yourself a
drink.
Sure ...etmon ... you sit by me.

According to Quirk et al (1972), these are commands which have an
admonitory or finger-wagging tone and frequently express irritation.
This does not seem to be true in all cases howevopr. There is no finger-
wagging nor anything irritated in someone saying to the listener: Sure

c'mon ... you sit by me. Sometimes this subject has the function of
singling out 'the addressee or is a means of expressing contrast Cyou,
not me'), as in the following dialogue: ,

A: Go answer thedoor.
B: You answer it..
At Get to that door, you.

I ,. .

2'he .first you could be said to express the you-not-me-contrast whereas
in the second case you is a vocative. The-vocative can be distinguished
from the imperative subject by the fact that it can' change its position,
in the sentence, which the subject cannot do. Another difference is in
the intonation pattern: when placed initially, the vocative has 'a sepa-
rate t -unit, which the .subject has not, it only has, an ordinary

ie.0- roes (Quirk et al 1972:403). The imperative sentence with a
subject can also be easily confused with a declarative sentence with.kstt

-as the subject since there is no difference in the form' of the verb
except in the case of the :verb be (You be quiet!). Qttirk M al (11)72:

404), however, point out that 'it is the unstressed subject Of the
statement that distinguishes it formally from the command, since the
subject 1of a conimand is always Iltresqpd, even if a pronoun'. The

.
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function of the declarative sentences that can be confused with the
imperative sentences is that of an instruction, for example street di-
rections: You %go up there until you reach the bride, then you turn
right ... (Quirk et al 1972:404). Without knowing how the playwright
has meant the subject to be stressed it is impossible to know rhether
the following should be taken as an imperative sentence or as a declara-
tive sentence functioning as an instruction:

A. I want my husband! I want a drink!
B. Well, you just crawl to the bar and make yourself one.

In Finnish this dilemma of whether a sentence .is imperative or
declarative does ilot rise since the verb shows the. difference by getting
a person suffix in a declarative sentence. Besides, Finnish imperative
sentences cannot have a subject, at least not in the initial position:
$

istu viereeni. Binh is possible, however, ,if it follows the verb:. .

Istu sink viereenif.But this sine. - certainly singles out the addressee or
expresses a contrast ('you and nobody else' or 'you but not met):

Lue sink sillh aikaa lehteti kun mina kirjoitan finnan loppuun.
(You read the paper while I finish writing this.)

Thus, The subject'in the Finnish imperative .sentence does not function
in the same way it does in English.

NI-

Interrogative sentences. ' Interrogative sentences are also a

common device used in expressing direetiyes in both English and Finn-
ish. In English these 'whimperatives' contain a modal auxiliary; a

yes/no -question without a modal is not possible as .a directie: Po you
Check( the drinkal pleas'? The usual modals in whimperatives 'are will
and.can and their preterite forms would and could. BOth positive and
negative sentences are possible as is also the addition of please:

a

Will you 'check the drinks, please? ,

Would yon now go and register, please?
Could you put me through to Mrs Helen Millmoss, please? i
Couldn't you try to nett theft way?

1
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Of the other modals may/ntht cannot occur in whimperativos, neither
in positive nor negative form. Sentences like the following could not
be interpreted as directives:

May/might you close the window?
Mayn't/mightn't you close the window?.

4-

44.

An exception to this rule are the permission directives like May I have
my drink. please?, which look like requests for permission to do some-
thing but can also function as requests for the listener to act, depend-
ing on the' context. Interrogative sentences containing must, like Must
you close the window? function as a device of getting the addressee not
to carry out soieething thafdle/she intends to tie. Tng negative Mustn't
you close the window? Gould "'possibly be taken as a directive, ie. the
speaker is making a request of -information about the listener's oblige-,
tion to perform the act. Similar Considerations apply to shoulii, and
shouldn't: Should you .ogen the window? suggests that the addressee
should not perform the act. whereas Shouldn't '3%,u open the window?
suggests that he/she qinuld perform the act specified in the sentence.
Shaft and shan't on the other hand are not possible in whimperatives.

In. Finnigh the mo verb voids ('can') occurs, frequently in

whimperatives, efth in the indicative or, more f'requen$1y, in the
conditional form; both positive and negative forms are possible:

S

Voitko ojentaa minulle tuon lehden?
(Can you give me that paper?)

Voisitko yrittAli olio than kunnolla?
- (Could you try 'to behave yourself?).

EksA vois kuiterikin puhua sille?
(Couldn't you talk to.hire)

i

Finnish had no mogal verb whose functions could .be compared with
those of the English, will. Although an English interrogative like' Will/
would you, check the drinks? can be interpreted- as an inquiry about the
addressee's willitigner to carry out the sot, verils like %Mos and
haluta ('wantj desire') in Finnish are too strong as equivalents of willv
Since wild is also an auxiliary expressing futgrity interrogatives itith

23
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- will could also be interpreted as questions about a future activity of the
addressee used as difectives. In that case their equivalents in Finnish

Se.
would be interrogatives without any modal verb, with the verb either in
the indicative or conditional form:

Tuletko nyt minun kanssani viihan katsomaan tats Iuokkaa?
(Will you, come with me now to look at this classrooms ?)

.fa ajattelisitko Vahan situ, mita mina sanoin?
(And would you think a little bit of what I said ?)

'The negative form also functions as a directive, particularly if it is in
the conditional:

EtkL tulisi minun kanssani kathomaan tlitt Inokkaa?

(Wouldn't you come with me to look at this classroom?)

It is interesting to note that although; the interrogatives are generally
milder, more. polite as directives than the imperative, questions like
Phasetkos alas Melte:). (Can you come down from there?), llenetktis siita?
(Will you go away?) can function in Finnish as very strong command":
almost like threats, which the-corresponding English sentences 'never
could. In these cases, however, intonation and the tone of voice play
an important part.

Of the other Finnish model verbs pitta and thytya fOnction very
much like their English counterparts must, shall/should: the .positive
sentences with these verbs in the indicattive (eg. Pitiiiko/tilytyykti
sinun sulkea.lkkuna?) function as attempts to make the addressee not to
carry out they act, whereas thenegative sentences, particularly if the
verb, is ip the conditional, can be interpreted as directive:

.4. Eikb sinun pidii/pithisi sulkea tuo .ikkuna?
(Mustn't/shouldn't you close 'that window?)

It seems that also the positiVe form in the conditional ,could be a di- 6
rettive ," partiCularly. if the suffix -han/hAn is added:

Pitilisikt.ahan anon sulken tuo ikkuna?

2 4
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1

The Eng Hill whimperatives with will/would and can/could allow the
addHion of please. Ole Iqvti, the Finnish equivalent of please, being an
imperative form, cannot naturally be added to whimperatives: V_ oisitko

sulkea ikkunan, ole Dyvii? does not soutd natural. However, if the
whimphrative does not Contain' a modal verb, it is possible to add the
pbrase olla hyvit'in the interrogative form:

la

Oletko hYvii ja suljet ikkunan?
(literally: Will you be good and shut the At dow?)

This cannot be done if. the sentence contains ,a modal verb: Olisitko
hyvii ja voisitko sulkea ikktinan?

There are some further expressions involving the use of interroga-
tive sentences. The speaker cn inquire about the addressee's willing-
ness not only by using the modal will but also by employing main verbs
expressing willingness, such as like or care, together with the auxiliary
would:

Would you like to join me?
Would you care to amplify that?
Woulcirt you cart-to amplify. that?

In Finnish the corresponding Interrogatives with verbs like 4uta and
very frequently viitsiti are also used as directives:

Viitsisitko solitttili tarkemmin?
Etk6 viltsial splitttiti tarkemmin?

A. min% way of expressing n directive in English is td ask what reason.
the addressee has for not performing the act specified in the sentence:

Why don't you shut up, you daft prat?
Look,' why dott,Lt you come and meet me in the pub?

.

The equivalent sentence is possible as, a diiktive also in Finnish al-
though this strategy is not frequent In Finnish:
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Tuolla eteishallin taltanaon pieni huone aivan tyhjana, mikset
ota situ itselleSi?
(There is an empty room behind the hall, why don't you take
it?)

Another type of interrogative sentence used as a directive
English is the idiomatic How about How about closing the window?
in Finnish the coriosponding phrase could be Mitenitift °Hsi jos ... ?,
which Can be. considere,d a strategic equivalent to the.. English idiom:
Mitenkti olisi jos sulkisit' ikkunan? English also employs the ,interrogative
sentence type in wiiich 'the speaker asks if the addressee has anything
against performing the act, which is ,comparable to inquiring about
his/her willingness. this InvolveS the use of the verbmind:

Do you mind not doing that? .

Would you mind taking this to the post?-
,

The direct trsnr)iftfonal equivalent of this type of, interrogative would
be Olisiko sinulla, miti fn sitil vaStaan" , ettli ..., which as a directilie
would sound ironic or almost like. a joke: 'Olisike sinulla site
vastaan, etta veisit postiln?, ie. it is not a pragniatic equivalent
of the English interregstive.

Declarative sentences. Declarative sentences can also function as
directives hi both languages. One of types of declaratives that can be
used in this way is a sentence that simply states a future act of the
Adresse°. In English 'this normally requires t e se of an auxiliary

. ; denoting futurity: in Pinnish the present tense form of the verb is .
used, as it is the most normal way of denoting futurity:

You will get up quietly then.
You are just going to ask Mrs,: Riley to tell your sons ...
YoU will not logy this? v

Tiintriltans sinfi otat puheeksi )41qt holhousasian.
Xuule, yks juttu on titilva. Sit et en6tt Jalallas astu
Lopetnt.;ilman irtinanomista. Otst loparit..

26
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The force of this firm, demanding directive can be mitigated in Engl h
through the addition of a question tag:

. n.

clitic -han/h

u v)it1 get up quietly, Won't .you?

IiiFinnish this mitigating effect can be achieved through the use of he

iin

Nousethan sittenlhiljaa ylos.

sit
Another way of expressing a directive which also involves the use

of a declarative sentence is stating tied the addressee has the obliga-
tion to perform the act, which requires the use of a modal verb indi-
cating necessity:

You must tell me all you know.
You shall do as I slit'.

ItZ You should make an honest woman Of her.

In these sentences the preterite form should makes the. itlosutionary
force milder than must or shalt, so that the last sentence could be Said
to function us a suggestion as, against the commanding or demanding
force of the two othyrs. Finnish exhibits the same possibilities:

Kuulehan, ensinntikin sinun tiiytyy puhutella opettajaasi
'kohteliaasti.

. . .. .

This sentene.c, is more demanding than 'the following, which has tie
4 ..:-

rY

conditional form, of the moklal verb taytyy:

Sinai tlirtyiai puhutella opettajaasi kohtsliaasti.
.

A sentence in Which the speaker expresses his/her want or desire
for the future act of the addressee is another type of declarative
sentence used 'to; a directive speech at. This involves in 'English a
yerb like wapti wish or be irsteful with the future'dct expressed in an
embedding:

0
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1 want you.to look in the pig-akin brief-case, right?
I wish you'd just get out and let me go on with my packing.
I'd dr grateful if you'd leave the house.

c.

The FinnfOfi rna.terial collected Cloe a. not offer any examples of this. type
of declarative sentence being used as a directive, but there is no
reason why a want-statement-could not function 8841 a directive also in
Finnish. The following are likely candidates for directives in Finnish:

lialuan/haluaisin, ettli katsot siita siannahkaisesta 'salkusta.
(Main kiitollinen, jos ja.ttlitaitminut rauhaan.

,
IN

Clearly directive in their speech act function are also declarative
sentences containing a performative verb (eg. ask, insist), which

clearly indicates .the illocutionary force of the sentence:

1 ask-you all to raise your .glasses and. drink to thehealth of
Jennifer and Edward.
Mutta sem vaadin. ettli t &mkn than kuluessa hoidat valmiikdl
puhutut (mild.

In both langutigos the performative verb' can be preceded iby a modal
verb, Which implies that the speaker feels -under the obligation to
require something from the hearer:

I must insistthat you stay in bed. s
Niin etta minun taytYy nyt joderla ettette entia tule
tlinne.

In-Alnnish the directive speech act can be expressed by using a ....`
,

conditional clause without a main clause', a possibtlity' that dQes not
(tits' in English:

0,

!Butte jos nyt Bitten voisitte homthata Arin Vilna aateulla
kouluun.
(literally: 'But if you could see to it that Ari gets to elhool
in the mornings.1)4

.
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3
-Jos koettaisit tiyt ohs oikein miesmaisesti ja rupealidt
yrittamaan.

(literally: 'If you ould try to behave like a man and begin
to make do

It' is difficult to explatir the semantic content of this seuteilee type. it
could perhaps be considered an elliptical sentence in which the main
clause has been deleted. The underlying main clause could be something
like 'It would please me/Pd be grateful', In which case the sentence
eould be deseitlbed he a "statement of the speaker's pleasure if the
addressee will perform the act.' Another version of this type of (firm.-
t ve is a sentence tike En9i jos koottaisit olla kunnolla, wherc..entii
menus something like 'flow about?'

Finnish has yet another expression used for the directive speech
net width is not easily explainable either.%This is a declarative sentence
with a conditional form of the verb but without a subject (the secoffd
person is expressed in the personal-suffix of the verb:

Ottaisit nyt roles joint pois peydaltii.
('take- conditional -you now at least your feet oft the table')

Siena on viel6 se rivitalo myymattii. Ottaisit son.
'(there's that roW-house still unsold. 'take coedit. -you it')

It is noteworthy that if a subject is' added tothese sentences, th
cease to be expressions of directive; thus, Shill ottaisit se ('yo o Id
take it') does not have directive force.

Nutt Ervin -Triu, (1976) calls need-statements are also
type that is decial'atiVe In Jot but can be interpriged haviAg direc-
tive force and occurs in this function In both ,English and,rinnish:

.4p

al,ontence

I' need a nateh/Tervilin (turvitsiain) tulitikkuja.
I am in need of help/Tarvitsen ItsrvitsiSin) .spun.

These can be generstl statements of the speaker needing Something, like
the examples above, or they could be directed to the hearer: I need
your, help/Tarvitsen apussi. It is doubtful, however, whether those
need-statements could. bu ,ineludiul in the .tmventionel expressions of
the directive speech-net; it would be more logical to describe them as
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hints. flints can 'be asnumod to be a fairly universal way of getting the
addressee ter do what the speaker wants. brown and Levinson's (1978:
218) definition of these"truly. indirect (off record) speeth acts' is that
thi) speaker sayer 0.0Mothing; that hi -not' explicitly relevant and thus he
invites the hearer to search fol an interpretation of the possible rele-
vance. This might be accomplished by, for example, stating the motives
or reasons for the desired act: A need-statement could be said to servo
this purpose just as well as a statement like It's cold in here, which
can be described as stating the reason for the act of closing a window.
But hints are naturally so context-tied that no geriez:al description of
the linguistic forms used 'In them is possible, although it may be 88-
1.1810d. that they are often in the form of declarative sentences. Duo to
the: nature of hints, background infbrmation is necessary for their
correct interpretation, mory than in the case of any other typo. of
directive. Thoycirin'therefore be described as the most indirect ways of

-s< exprNsing the directive speech act. But due to their nature, they are
outside the scope of this study,.

Summary of the opnventionaliked expressions of the directive
speech act. - What has been aid above can be surtImarised as follows:

(1) Both English and Finr ish employ an imperative sentence in the
expression of the directive speech act. This is 'the most direct directive
in both langirages. Finnish has two forms of the imperative: theosingu-

.'ciar form Is informal, the plural form formal and more polite. Emphasis-
ing its well as mitigating the force of an imperative sentende is possible
in both languages; the actual devices used in these are different. Fortr.
emphasis English. can employ the auxiliary do, Finnish uses.such words
as told. Mitigetir:Is achieved in English through the, addition' of ques-
tion tags or pietkrie:ln Finnish by using a mitigating ditto in` the verb
OT ole/olkaa Please and ojololkaa hyvfl, although they are' often
translational equivalents, function differently due to their different
semantico-syntactic characteristics.

(2) In both languages a directive speech net etio also be realised
in the, form of art interrogative sentence. The content of the interroga-
tive aentenco can be described as being an inquiry about

n. the addressee's ability or possibility to perform the act:
Can/could you von the window?, Voitla/voisitko *vita tkkunan?, Would
it be possible for you to opert the Window?,
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b. the addressee's obligation to perform the sot: Shouldn't you
open the window?, HIM srhun pitaisi ovate ikituna?7-

c. the addeessee's wttlingness to perform IR set: Will/would you
open the window?, Do you mind opening the window?, Viltsitkii/viltsi-
HUM avian ikkutIn?

d. the addresgee's performing the act in the future, which in
Finnish involve" an interrogative sentence with a present tense 'or a

conditional form of the verb: Aveetkohiviiisitko ikkiipan? In English
interrogative sentences with will could possibly be cTassifled here as
well as in (n. l.

o. the addressee's reason for not performing the act (Why_ don't
you open the window?), If hien seems to be'a fairly frequelatly used way
Of expressing the directive in English and possible in Finnish (Mud et
avaisi ikkunea?).eithough not frepuently used.

f, permission to perform the speoah -act of requesting, suggesting,
etc.: May" I ask you open the window?, Scankp pyytal sinue/teita
avaamean ikkunan?

g: In English the idiomatic interrogative sentence How about ...7
has the illocutionary force of a 'directive although its content is difficult
to desctrlbe. Closed to it hi "Finnieh is the expression ,beginning with
Entii jos ...
In both languages those interrogative sentences often involve the use of
ft.-modal verb, although in Finnish a seutence without a modal verb Is
possible (cf. (d) above). If the (modal) verb is in the past tense
(Ehglish)/conditional form (Finnish), the directive is more polite. In
both languages both Positive and negative sentences are used in very
much the same way.' The addition of please' and ole/elasa hyviiie pos:-
eible but again they function differently.

(3) Both languages also employdeclarative sentence's in the direo-
.

'tive' function. The content thethe declarative used in this yipp can be
described as being an assertion of

ar the future performance of the act by the addressee, Which In
English involves the use of an auxiliary (usually will), Jai' Finnish the
present 'tense alfirni. Mitigation of the illocutionary force Is pOnsible: in
.English it is done through the Use of' a question tag, In Finnish by
using a mitigating elide.

h! the addeeasee's obligation to perfo i the act.; fou must /should
open the window, WWI ti..ytyyiTitAki iivut4 ikkunn.
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.. .
'c'. the speaker's desire/wish that the addressee perform the act: I

inalt you 10-....-..-,.-1.-w4+4/-1-41.be-getttefui if you- would ...-;-ffidnan/litiltii,F-
sin ette . , (Akin kiitolli 1, jos ... Tile Finnish conditional clause.
Jos sine nyt t conditional ... Uld be ,included in this typo, if it is
interpreted as .having a deep structure main clause like Oiisin kiitollinen
('I'd be gratefun.

ii. *the speaker's performing of the speech act of requesting or
his/her obligation to perform it: 1 ask you to ...11 must ask you
to ... , Pyydan teitti/sinus .../Minun tilytyy pyytaii teitii/sinun ...

e. Finnish uses a "sentence typo (Ottaisit, sen), whose form and
content are difficult to analyse: it has the conditional form of the verb
but no subject.

The above list is by no means an exhaustive descriptiou -of the
wayp in which the directive speech act can be realized in these two
lenguagew:- Yet; It can be clalMed that it describes the most frequently
used, conventionalized expressions. The list does not include many of
the expressions of 'directives (or requests) that for exampte Labov and
Fanshel (1977) have- pound for Engiish on the baits of their Rules of
Request. Thus, they include in. requests sentences. like Have you
dusted yet? ,' which they 'describe as a request for information about the
existential status of the action, How would it look If you were to dust
this room? and This room would look better if you dust t4 it described

0

as referring to the consequences of the action, or When do you plan to
dust? end` I imagine you will be dusting this evening, which are refe-
rences to the time of the action. Sentences like these should,' however,
be clatislfied in hints rather than conventional, standard expressions,
althongh they , no doubt , can function as attempts to get the hearer to
do something. In the cas,e of this type of sentences it is not likely that
the hearer could recognize the speaker's illocutionary intent 'just as
immediately as. if a' literal illocutionary act were being performed' (cf.

,p. 00).
As the above discussion shows, there. is a lot of similarity betweent

English and Finnish in -the choice of the sentential form and .content
through which the directive speech act is realized. In °soh language
there is at least one sentence typo that is not used in the other. But
most of the differences are due to differences in the gratnmotical .struc-
Wm) of these languages: for example, the use' of auxiliaries in English
where Finnish uses the present tense of the main verb or the condition-
al form of the verb 'or in the different :linguistic devices that the Ian-
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guageS employ for mitigating or enforcing the illocutionary force. The
'VesUITA-Orthe comparison `thus scum io support the suggested univer-
sality of the 'strategies' employed irl the expression of at least the
directive speech act.

Appropriateness of the Expressions
In spite of the groat oorrespondence found in the sentential forrris

arid contents of the expressions of a speech act, there might be diffe-
rences between ianguages in which expressitris are considered api3no,pri-
ate for given contexts, ie. whether the corresponding expressions. are
felt polite or tactful enough, too polite or too impolite in the same-
contexts. There is nothing polite or impolite about any sentence as
such, but some grammatical follnis .are generally felt to be more polite
than others: it is felt that interrogatives used as. directives are more
polite than imperatives or declaratives, that negative sentences are less
polite than positive ones, that sentences containing b conditional form of
the verb arc more polite than those with an 'indicative form, etc. In thea

discussion of indit'ect speech acts the general assumption seems to he
that the reason for the choice of indirect speech acts instead of direct
ones is politeness. There are, however, writer who do not agree with
this explanation. Thus, for instance, Davison (1975)- rejects politenesslas a reason for the use of. indirect speech acts. She sees them. as
signals of a disturbing topic in the discourse; eg. when indirect state-
ments and questions are used, there is a conflict between the speaker's
inhiption and the anticipated reaction of the hearer. Moreover, she
points out that indirect speech acts can be used. to express .als0 anger

' and 'extreme' rudeness (eg. I must say that I never want to. acme here
again). Davison (197.5:153) also suggests that indirect speech acts scent
to be associated particularly with 'bad news, unfavorable opinions, end
intrusive questions'.

There are .thus diffledltio's in taking politeness as an Overall ex-
planation for the choice of indirect speech acts, or at least there are
.exceptions if there is a general rule Poi politeness. However, if polite-
nese is defined in the way Brown and Levinson (1978) see it, most ofd
the exceptional cases Can be explained. Brown and t,evinson see two
aspects in politeness, which they call positive and negative politeness..
Those two aspects are oonneeted with a pewee, of the speaker which
is called face, ie. the speaker's public selfAntage, which also has a
positive and a negative side. Brown and Levinson maintain that it is ti
everyone's advantage to try and save each others' faces by avoiding or
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at least minimizing face-threatening acts. Politeness is one of the
strategies used in face-saving. Since the negative face means the desire
to have one's actions unimpeded by others, negative politeness is based
on avoidance. The positive face in its turn means the desire to have
one's wants desirable to at least some others, and consequently positive

Noliteness is approach-based. Brown and Levinson (1978:134) state that
negative politeness 'is the heart of respect behaviour, lust as positive
politeness is the kernel of familiar and joking behaviour'. According to
them, the linguistic realizations of positive politeness often belong to
the normalinguistic behaviour between intimates, 'where interest and
approval of each other's personality, presuppositions indicating shared
wants and shared knowledge, implicit claims' to reciprocity of obligations
or to ,reflexivity of wants etc. are routinely exchanged' (Brown and
Levinson 1978:106). ' As the linguistic realizations of negative politeness
they see conventional indirectness, hedges on illocutionary force, polite
pessimism, and the emphasis crn `the hearer's relative power. The use of

',indirect speech. acts when, in Davison's terms, a disturbing topic
appears in the conversation could be explained as avoidance-based
politeness, If there is, for example, a conflict between the .speaker's
intention rind the anticipated reaction of the hearer, negative politeness

4would 'flake the speaker avoid the cbnflict through indirectness. Similar-
ly, it is also natural that the speaker would use the avoidance strategy ,
of negative politeness in the case of bad news, Unfavourable opinions I-

and intrusive questions td save the hearer's face.
In the case of face-threatening acts speakers have, according to

Brown and Levinfion, a few basic strategies at their disposal. They can
do face-threatening acts directly and unambiguously '('go bald on rec-
ord'),' resort to either positive politeness or negative politeness, or to
go off record, ie. express themselves ambiguously and thus find an
'out' of a difficult situation. Going record can be described as
following the Gricean Maxims of co- oration, going off-record as

violation of one or Other of the Maxims, ch typietillY leads to indi-
rectness. Titus, the use of indirect speech acts would be part of the
off-record strategy. However,' Brown and Levinson claim that the use of
conventionalized indirectness belongs to the strategy of negative polite-
ness, which is a result of a compromise between a desire to go on
record and a desire to avoi* a face-threatening act, ie. tO go off

'record. A conventionalized indirect speech act is unambiguous in the
context and cannot be interpreted through its literal meaning, and yet,'N
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with it speakers can also express ,their desire to go off record. For
example, in a situation where it is...clearly desirable that the door
should be shut, an interrogative sentence.like Can you shut the door?
can only be interpreted as a request, and yet, it is also an inquiry
after the hearer's ability to perform the act and thus off record. It is

obvious that a face-threatening act can be .done bald on record if, for

example, the .desire for effibiency is great or the speaker's desire to
save the listener's face is small, or the speaker watts to be rude, or if

...
the act, in spite of its threatening quality, is in the listener's interest,
etc.

The conventionalized indirect 'expressions fortthe directive speech
act discussed in this paper would thus be part of negative politeness,
the most direct directives, ie. imperative sentences, would mean going
bald on -record, and hints would belong to the strategy of going off
record. Surprisingly, however, indirect suggestions like Why don't you
lend me your cottage for a weekend? are, according to Brown and. /
Levinson (1978:133), a conventionalized positive -politeness 'form. Tie
idea of positive politeness seems to be the weakest link in their system:.
sometimes the inclusion of a particular strategy in positive rather than

gative politeness is not really motivated.
The most interesting and useful part of Brown and Leviuson's

theory from our point of view is the way they explain the weightiness
of a face-threatening act. The seriousness of a threat to face can be
calculated on the basis of three sociological variables: the social dis-
tance between the Speaker and the hearer, their relative power, and
the ranking of impositions in a particular culture. Cultures can differ
as to the effect of these variables on linguistic behaviour. Thus, the";

between participants may
lead to different require-
of an act, may be assessed

same diEftsnce or the same power relat
vary in its effecti in different eultu and

ments of tactfulness. Similarly, the imposition
differently.

Brown. and Levinson.'s theory seems to suggest, then, that in the
assessment of the politeness. value 'of "the various expressions of a
speech act we would have to consider the influ6ce of the above men-
tioned variables on the suitability of the expressions in different :sit-
uations. This would mean the study of speakers' linguistic behaviour in
situations in which the three factors would vary', Which would necessi-
tate the collection of a groat amount of data. It seems, however, that
some kind of assessment could els() be achieved by simply creating a
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situation in which the three variables are made as 'neutral' as possible
and by asking native speakers to evaluate the suitability of the various
expressions for that situation. This type of test was performed in order
to assess the politeness value ofthe expressions of the directive speech
act discussed above. A 'neutral' situation was created in which the
participants were describ,d as being not complete strangers but not
friends either with no dominance relationship between them. The speak-
er's request concerned file openfhg of a window in a hot and stuffY
room, an act that could be considered ad advadtageOUs not only to the
speaker but also to the addressee. Moreover, it .was an act which the'
speaker could not perform vihereas the addressee could.

According tb native speaker evaluations, the 'neutral' context leads
in both English and Finnish to the use of an interrogative sentence,
rather than an imperative one. Native speakers of4 English seem to feel,
though, that the imperative would be suitable 'With the right kind of
intonation', particularly if please were added. Speakers of Finnish do
not consider the imperative polite enough in this context, not even with
the addition of ole/olkaa hyva: In Finnish, the interrogative sentence
that seems neither too polite/ formal nor too impolite contains a condi-
tional for but not necessarily a modal., verb. In English the most

favoured terrogative sentence type seems to be the one that inquires
about the hearer's ability or willingness to perform the act, with a
modal ,auxilifiry in the past tense form. About the suitability of the
other interrogative sentence types .there is not that much agreement.
The addition of a negative to the interrogative sentences gives them an
additional moaning of impatience and thus renders them less polite.,,
Thus, also the expression that inquires about the hearer's reasons for
not performing the'act, ie. Why don't you open the window?' in English,
is not suitable for this context; in Finnish it is considered 'odd'. A,
difference between the languages is that speakers ohinglish consider
an interrogative that asks for permission to perform the epeoch act of
requesting (Could I ask you to open the window?) Suitable for this
Context whereas the corresponding Finnish expression is' considered too
polite. .

Among the declarative sentences used as directives, those that
state the future performance of the act '(You will open that window/
Sind A v a at tuon ikkunan), that state' the addressee's obligation to

perform the act and those that state the speaker's iiesire (I want oti

to ...Mahan', ettfi ...) are felt to be too 'aggressive', thus too im 0-
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cite fqr this context in both languages, whereas those that express the
speaker's gratefulness (I'd be grateful if ...(Olisin kiitoliinen, jos ...)
are too polite or formal -for the neutral situation. The declarative son-

. tonces that contain a performative verb of requesting (I ask/I must ask
you to , Pyydiin/raintin ttlytyy pyytila .sinua ) are again too
aggressive, io. not polite enough or felt to be too formal by some; in
Finnish, though, the addition of the conditional form (Pyy Wain
sigh ) makes the expression suitable for the context. The Fihnistih
declarative sentence type Avaisit tuon ikkunan, for which there is no
corresponding . English expression, is definitely too impolite for this

, context.
It can be assumed, then, that a change in any of the three social

variables could cause a change in the choice of the expression. Thus,
for example, if the imposition of the requested act- becomes greater, it
means that the expression has to be more polite, tactful. Or if there. is
dominance between, The speaker and the listener, the dominating person

. can choose a less polite expression. Or again ,, if the participants are
intimate friends or members of. a family, ié. there is no social distaAnce
between them, less tactful expressiony (eg, imperative sentences) are
possible. If, on the other hand, the act is greatly advantageous. or
beneficial to. the addressee', no particular tactfulness is needed and, for
instance, an imperative is possible (eg, Sit down, please/ Istukaa olkaa
hyvt, Help yourself, etc.; cf.. Leech 1983).

The native speaker reactions to the politeness of the various
expressions of the directive speech. act seem to point-in the same direc-
tion in English and Finnish, ie. corresponding sentence types are felt
to have similar politeness values in these languages. But to be able to
assess the appropriateness of these expressions in different situations,
we would have to know what importance the thiee soc4i1 variables of
dominance, distance and imposition have in the two cultures, ie. we
would need a comparison of the cultu s.
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Parenthetical clauses, which have been defined as clauses con-
.

tattling information 'slipped into another context' (Urmson 1952:981),
COnsisting of a first or second ...person subject and n verb_ in the simple
present tense form (eg. I believe, I suppose, you know) are typical of
English but do not necessarily 'occur in other languages; in Finnish for
example 'they are very rare. They are problematic. for traditional syntac-
tic analysis because they are not independent sentences and yet are
only loo ely connected with the sentences within which they. occur: It ,

elso.seems that an analysis of their meanings on sis of the verbs
occurring in thenj, is often irreleVant,. wide s seen for 'example in the
fact that parentheticals with different ver s in them can be translated
into Finnish in the same wny. This would seem to indicate that their
pragmatic function is more important than their propositional .content..
From the English-Finnish contrastive point'of view they are interesting
exactly because they canhot be literally translated into Finnish and
because It is obvious that their tratuilatian '.rogaras-- an analysis -of 4-heir
pragmatic functions. Finnish does have, parenthetical clauses, if by them
we understand clauses which 'interrupt the grammatical unity of another
clause' (Revile. 1957:481) but, as pointed out above, they are very
rarely of the type first or second person subject + verb.

Perhaps because of the difficulty oil their' analysis by traditional
means, the parenthetieals have often been disregaz'ded as mere hesita-
'tfon -phenomena. Yet, there have been some attempts to describe them

.
from a syntactic (eg. Ross 1973) and semantic (eg. Urmson 1952) point
of view ,,Lately, as pragmatiO phenomena in general haye gained a.
'respectable' position as .legitimate objects of linguistic .analysis, the

pragmatic function of panerithaticals has begun to interest linguists (eg.
tistman 1881)-. .

,

The :syntactic analysis of the; parenthetic:els has isain)yAncen-
v. -

.trated on the Syntactic relatt9nahip betWeen the parenthetical and the
main clause. Syntactically th9y.

.
aeerh to be classified into..disjunets or, .

conjuncts (Quirk' et n1 1972) Inn' 'Somewhat loohely, related' to the 'rest
of the sentence. However, Quirk et al 'also:consider the .parenthetical
clauses ('comment clauSes' in their terminology) to be syntactically
subordinated to the rest of the sentence. They say that to get from a .'
sentence like I believe that, at that time, labour was cheap to the
sentence At that tithe, I believe, .labour .was 'cheap 'one haA to reverse
the relation of subordination between the two Clauses, making the
that clause into the main clause and the main clause intd the coinment
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clause' (Quirk et al 1972:779). Ross (1973), however, is of the opposite
opinion and argues that the parenthetical clauses must - derive from
structures that are( superorcljnate. to the superficial main clause.4-whiela--
is a result of 'slitting', to. sentence lifting. Thus Max is a Martians I

believe is derived from the following' atruclure:

(1)

Max is a. Martian

Moreover, Ross thinks that the output structure for slitting should
resemble a co-ordinate, rather than subordinate, structure:

(2)

Max is a Martian believe 1

This treatment would seem to suggest that deep down these cleuses that
are called parentheticalare not simply additional infonriation slipped into
another ciente but a more essential part of the content of the sentence.

Ross's, treatment also suggests ;that the same deep structure (ie. 1

above) could also, give us I believ (that) Max is a .Martian; in which
the ortginsi superordtnate S is the Main clause of the surface structure
Sentence. One of the problems actually. 'discussed -.in' dorineetion with
these parentheticals is the question of ether. sentences *like Max 15 a
Martian, I believe and 1 believe th Max is ,e Marthin Are really pars-
ph,rases of each other. Quirk et I feel that beceuee :CO the rilibrsei of
the syntactic roles the 'sentences are 'not quite .paraphrasust, where!-
se Urmson (1902) seems to think that, at least in some contexts, there
is Virtually no difference whether the parentheties1 (maims at the begin,

,



ning, middle, for end of the lenience, except' perhaps stylistic ditto-
. rencOs. Thus, for him, the following are paraphrases:

I suppose that your house is very old.
Your house is veryold, I suppose.
Your house is, I suppose, very old.

Urmson (1952:481) defines a parenthetical verb as a verb 'whic in the
first on present can be used...lbilowed by 'that' and an indicative
clause, er else can be.inserted at the middle or end. of the indicative

e . sentence'. Thus, whether the iiirst person subject + verb construction
can be moved from the initial position to the middle or end of the
sentence works as a test of the Arenthetical use of the verb. Thik also
means that there is no difference in meaning if the position changes.
The same averbs are sometimes used paienthet1cally and sometimes nth,

when they are placed at the beginning of the sentence. , Thus, as
UrmAn (1952:481) points out, in the following exchange between A and
13:00

,
A, I suppose that your house is quite old.
B. Well, I suppose that it is very old.

`-
.

the latter 1 'supiise is not used parenthetically. Urmaon attempts to
describe what distinguishes the parenthetic use of these verbs from
their other uses in terms of cekain.characteristical (1) parenthetiqtally
used verbs do. not desArlbe psychological states althopgh in a .wide
sense they are psychological verbs; (2) when using a parenthetical
verb thspeaker makes a claim that the statement is' true, although 'the'

claim is riot. very strong, particularly sine, some of these verbs at
used to weaken the claim to truth; (3) like certain adverbs, parenthet-
ical verbs orient the hearer towards the statement, helping to place it
'aright against the emotional, sociel, logical, ancrevidential background'
((lrmaon 1952:491). Although these characterietics certainly Pick tip

some of, the essential. facts about the use of parentildtlehls, they are

much too' vague no a means of recognising when a verb in the initial .!

position in used parenthetically Jewl when not

:t)uir di ill (10/2:779) suggest a more concrete wsy for, dintin-
',,

aco,inmentiparenthetleal (Jlause from a ma rlauso, Ie. Intona-

tion :

, .
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COMMENT You know, I think you're wrong.
-You know, I think you're wrong.

'MAIN ,,You know (that) I think you're Wrong.

The thick vertical line indicates the end of g tone unit, ie. if there is a
comment clause, the sentence has two tone units; in the ease'of a main
clause the sentence is pronounced will?' one tone unit.

The two most frequently used 'parentheticals with a second pbrson
subject are you knsov-and you see. The problems in their syntactic
treatment are the same, as those with parentheticals with a first person

s.

subject. You know., however, is a special case in that it also occurs in
a question form, attached to questions, og. Is he going do you know?
or Whore is he going do you know?, as does also do you think? Accord-(
ing to.Mittwoch (1919), these question'parentheticals all follow the main
qUestion without a pause and usually form with it one tone unit, whose
.nucleus is the main clause; they' differ in this respect from the paren-
theticals attached to a declarative' clause, which Wore said to belong to
different tone units with the main. clause. Mittwoch also claims -that if
the order of the clauses is reversed, the result is not always a prag-
matic. equivalent of the question with a parenthetical, ie. Do you knew
if he is 'going? and is he going do you know? are not necessarily
pragmatically equivalent.

Thus, tin syntactic treatment of parenthoticals doe's not really
reveal' rerueil about them, except two opposing views about their relation
to the rout of the sentence within which they- occur. Before going on to
see what their' semantic and pragmatic analysis could reveal it is worth

looking
at the devicvs that can he used as their, equivalents in Finnish,

sirrco, as pointed ota aboye. their literal translations Are rarely possible
in Finnish. Below Is a list of some of the most common English paren-,
theticala and examples of their possible translations into Finnish:

1 believe-

1. fle travelled a fair amount, I believe,
HUn matkustell Isaiah' lutfflakseni.
11An kal matkusteli laajalti.

2, He had high blood pressure, I believe.
litine1111 oil kfisittiliikaeni korkea 'verenpaine.
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c.

3. No. She died. Out here, I believe.
kuoli. Luullakeeni juurl

4. :But he took some stuff for I believe ...
Mutts hAn klytti luultaVaati joitakin lAAkkeitti
Mutta hlin taisi joitakin liikkeitA

I suppose

1. It would be, I suppose, some time about 8.30.
Luultavasti silo& kello 8.30.

2. What do you want - a Aubseription, I suppose.
Mitt to haluatte - rahaa}ohonkin kerAyksednorarmaankin.

tietysti.

3. He'w been with Mr Rano' a long time, I suppose?
Min on kal ollut herra Raftelin palveluksessa.kauan. aj,kaa?

think

She Ought to. awe a doctor, I think.
Mteleatini hinen pitAisi mama IlilikAriin.,
Minuets

2. What was your chap's name? Can't remember. Robinson I think.
En lakes muletaa. Luultavaeti Robinson.

Robinson tad )oku.

I understand '1

He's a Cuban, I understand.
Kiliditilikeeni bin on kuubalainen.

2. Mrs K. found her, I understand?
. ROOMS K. 'dyad blinet,rdinhigt

vat kulnka?
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1 expect

1

1. Hotel food isn't quite, what you're used to at home, k expeet.
Hotellin ruoka on aluks1 varmaan outoe, vai kuinka?
Hotellin ruoka taitaa oils vihlin outoa kotiruokaan vorrattuna.

I wonder

1. Does anythitag ever happen here, 1 wonder?
Tuumin vain, tapahtuukohan tAAl1A koakaan mitillin.
-Tapahtuukohan tAAl1A kilkaan mitiiiin?

2. Where is Mrs. Dyson, I wonder.
Mfaslihla rye Dyson mahtaa oils?

I know

1. It's all a gritat strain on you I know, Tim, but
a

Tied An, ettll tAmA kaikki on teille kovin rankast;
Tietysti tAmA kaikki on teille kovin raskasta

1 gather
$3

1. They didn't, I gather, get.on very well togethez;,....
Arvelen, etteivit ho sopineet olkoin hyvin yhteen.
KisIttillikseni he ejvAt sopineet oikelq hyvin . yhteen.
Ho eivIkt kal sopineet

I am afraid

1. 1 have rather disappointing news I'm Afraid.
ettA minun taytyy Iuottaa teille pettymya.'

Minun tilytyy yallte(tavaati tuottas teille pettymys.
1. ,,

I ehould_say

1. Plo, she added. Definetely not married, I, should say.
lialial. bin varmantikaan ole
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1. Had she been dead long? When Mrs Kendal found her, I mean?
Oliko tyttO ollut kauan kuolleena? Tarkoitan kun rouva Kendal .

hlinet?-

.2. Does one know - I mean, does a doctor know - when a man has high
blood p ressure just by looking tit him?
Voidaanko tietaa tarkoitan tietAAkO lggkllri - milloip
Voidaanko tietati toisin sanoen tietAA1u3 IMAM ...

V

3. What is the trouble with her family, I mean?

Mik sitton on vikana - ninlittAin hilnen 'sukulaisissaan?
tarkoitan

As the above examples show, a parenthetical clause Of the type 1st
porspn subject + parenthetical verb, which in English can occur either
at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of the sentence, is
hardly ever translated into Finnish with a .similar clause. The only
cases in which such a clause, placed in the middle( or at the end of the
sentence, is a natural equivalent for an English parenthetical is tar-
koitan as a translation ofI mean:

Voidaanko detail tarkoitan, Ueda* IAAkAri milloin
Does one knoW -.I mean, does a doctor know :..

In the following, however, the use of luulisin st the end of the sen-
tence as a translation for the English I imagine is unnaturjl:

Se ei koskaan merkitse hineUe
It foesn't really mean mush, I imagine.

It a, clause is used in Finnish, it is made into a main clause, placed at
the beginning of the sentence and followed by an ettli-clauell. (that-
clause): ,

. all a great strain on you I know, Tim, but
Tiedlin eft& katkkl on Mlle kovin,raskasta ..
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I have rathea disappointing news, I'm afraid
ettli'minun toytyy tuottaa tonic pettymys111:..

III most cases, however, the most natural equivalent in Finnish is an
adverbial like luultavasti ('presumably'), v.tirmaan ('probably') or tip
infinitival construction like luullaksoni, tietlitikseni, ymmartillikseni,
which consist of the translativp case of the longer form of the first
infinitive with a possessive suffix attached to it. These arc usually
considered syntactically to be abridged clauses ('lauseenvtiatike') of the
kvantum-type, corresponding to full clauses like 'as far as 1 know,
understand' (og. Mole 1974). They can be included in sentence adver-
bials or adjuncts, more extictIS, in comment adverbials/adjuncts ('selvit-
telylistike' in Ravi la's 1957 terms), which denote the speaker's attitude
towards the truth or origin of the proposition expressed in the sentence
(Revile 1957, Ilakulinen and K(tr Neon 1979). liakulinen and Mir Issop
(1979:206) also point out the obvious affinity between these adverbials
and moods and other modal elements. Ini-erestingly, Urmson (1952) also
compares the English parenthetical clauses with sentence adverbials,
Which are 'quite as loosely attached to sentences as are parenthetical
verbs' (Urmson 1952:486). T eir functions are also similar: they give

, warning of how the sentence is to be understood. Moreover, Urmson
groups sentence adverbials an parenthetical clauses- together into three
categories: (1) those that indicate the appropriate .tittitude to the
statement (og. luckily, fortunately), (2) those that indicate how tv, take
the statement in regard to context (eg. admittedly, consequently),. and
(3) those that show how much reliability is to be ascribed to the state-
ment (og. certainly, kossibly)

A closer analysis of the Finnish transia ions of the English paren-
theticals revealAhat the parentheticals in wh eh Ike verb denOtes belief
or assumption, to. verbs such as assume, believe, expect, presUme,
suppose. thinit, understand, are most typically. translated' into Finnish
with expressions formed from the corresponding verbs, le. the trans-
lative fogs of the'lst infinitive (luullakseni, ktlyittilAkseni) or an adverb
like Iluultavasti. Other possibilities iircs mOdS1 adverbs like

.keltties ('perhaps') And the modal verb -blithe, for which the closest
English equivalent is mat:
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But he took some stuff for it, I believe
Ellin tail kayttAA joitakin.latikkeith

What the said, I think, was that ...
Han taisi sanoa, ettli

All those Finnish expressions seem to indicate assumption, like the
English parentheticals. It does not make any difference which of the
Finnish expreacions is chosen as a translation for a particular paren-
thetical, which indicates that the meaning differences between the
English verbs do not matter in the parentheticals. An exception Ap this
pattern 'occurs in the translations for I think, which for example in the
following case has.. to be traqplated with mielestAni, ('to. my mind') and
not with any of the expressions mentioned above:

She ought to see a doctor, I think.
MieleatAni hAnen pitAisi menpA

This seems to indicate that I think can have a stronger meaning than
mire assumption.

When the above parentheticals occur atfactied .to sentences which,
in spite of their declarative form, clearly function as questions, the

1. Finnish, equivalent is typically'varmaan (.'aprely') or kai, rather than an
expression lilts luullakseni, as in the following:

Your wife hasn't been feeling very, well lately, I understand?
VaimOnne ei ole kai voinut oikein hyvin vilme aikoina?

Hotel food isn't.quite what you're used to at home, I
expect?
liotelpn ruoka on aluksi varmsan elks outoa?

You have had some rather exciting adventures sometimes, I
suppose?

TeillA on viirmirn 'ollut joskus elks jAnnittiviA selkkailujii?

The fact that the Finnish equivalents for the.English parentheticals
are in most cases sentence adverbial, or nodal verbs suggest', that the
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t
parentheticals containing the subject I and a verb denoting belief or
assumption should be looked at as part of the modality of the sentence
in which they bcur, on a par with modal auxiliaries and sentence
adverbials. This is actually referred to by Lyons (1977:847) in \ili
iiiii.ftmsion.of what he calls the expression of the modal operator pos
hi:the noustie position'. lie says that it .can be replized in t utter-
ance-signal hi various ways, eg. by. grammaticalpood, mod verbs, by
prosodic, and paralinguistic modulation, by parenthetical el:4180131Mo I

think. What the speaker does with these. signals is to 'subjectively
qualify his commitment to the truth value of a proposition that he is
moreAr bias confidintly putting forward in any of. these functionally. ,
cquiValent ways'. The modality expressed with these signals is of the
subjective epistemie type, je. with Wiem the speaker expressos his/her
subjectiveattitude to the truth value of the proposition.

Lyons (1977:807) also points out that modal adverhials inti modal

auxiliaries often form 'harmonic combinations' in an utterance, ie. there
is 'a kind of concord' between a modal adverb and a modal auxiliary
(eg. Ile may possibly hav forgotten.). This eoul4 also be called a
'double realization of a single Modality'. Coates (1980 brings into th is
also ?he parenthetieals which, like adverbials, enter into harimonie

combinations' with modal auxiliaries. There can also be non-harmonic
combinations us in Certainly he may have forgotten, in which the adverb
and the modal auxiliary are independent and one is 'within, the scope of
the other' (Lyons 1977:807) . Since in the harmonic combinatiOns the
modal auxiliary and the 4arenthetieal clause express the time degree ofi
modality, the modal auxiliaries occurring together with the parenthet-
teals in these combinations could be. WIO as indietit of the_ otherwise
difficitilt,toNdefin0 meanings of the Paretitheticals . he trouble it,
however, that the same p4,trentheticals Occur with different auxiliaries in
what Coates (1983) claims are' harmonic Combinations. Thum, according
to her, for example 1 think occurs with bott colt:think must and epis-
Wade may/might and so do 1. suppose and I mean; Since the episternie
must conveys the speaker's confidence, in the truth of the expressed
proposition and may expremses the speaker's lack of confidence (cf.
Coates (983), the ability to occur with both makes it difficult tO indge
the degree of modality of a parenthetical. Co-oecurrenee with modals

.
does;not differentiate between different parenthetical/4 either RI TWO they

Iare able to i-oceur with the marne verbs. They 1
differ in this respect

from the mod ludvet Wills, mull as.poyliapa and cortainly,Which do not

AS-
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occur in harmonic combinations with both ma and must. Thus, Perhaps
he must be at home by now is not a harmonic kcombination nor is Cer-
tainly he spay be at home by now. The similarity in the co-occurrence
with modals suggests that there. is no difference in thq degree of mo-
dality between the various parentheticals, a view which is also sup-
ported by the 'fact that, as pointed out above, many of them are trans-
lated into Finnish in the same way.

All English parentheticals of the first Aiwersen subject + verb
pattern do not fit into the translational pattern described above nor can
they be said to denote modality, ie. the speaker's attitude to the truth
value of the proposition. Thus, for example, I know, I mean, I wonder
cannot be said to denote the speaker's certaiWty or uncertainty of the
expressed proposition in the foliotqng examples:

It's all a great strain on you I know, Tim, but ...
Onhan time kaikki tietysti kovin raskasta teille Tim, mutta

Does anyone know I mean, does a doctor know.- when a
man has high blood pressure just by looking at him?
Voidaankotietal tarkoitan tiet81ik8 11141tAri,

Does anything ever happen here, I wonder?
Tapahtuukohan koskaan ran?

Where is Mrs. Dyson, I wonder?
Miss/Min rouva Dyson mahtaa olle?

Of these three parentheticals I know denotes the speaker's concession
to tie addressee, a kind of an agreement_ with the add'ressee's 's supposed,
It not expressed, opinion. This II clearly the meaning of its Finnish
translation as well, both of tietysti ('naturally')' and the particle -han,
one of whose basic meanings concession (11akulinen 1978). I Mean,.

denotes that agoorroction of previous information orb an addition to it is
intended.. This is the only case in which 'a natural translation into
Finnish is also a parenthetical clause teritoitan. Other possible trans-
lations would be ioisitt sanoen On other words') and perhaps nimittAin
('namely') .

I wonder seems to occur with questions and cannot therefore haVe
anything to do with the Speaker's commitment to the truth value of the
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proposition. What it can be said to denote, in the above examples attleast, is doubt or suggestion that the answer to the question expressed
will be negative or that the question is a rhetorical one. The tinnish
equivalent is the particle. -hatr/hAn, or the modal verb maht,as or both
in a harmonic combination. This is' in keeping with what liakulinen
(1976) says about the basic meanings of -han/hen namely that it can
occur in a polite, modest question for which an answer is often even
riot expected.

There' are the,ilarenttfeticals like the three discussed' above for
which no generkl meaning can be given but which have to be treated
separately,'eg. I hear, which naturally denotes the fact that the speak-
er has heard the proposition from others. The Finnish translation
Ituulcnimi expresses the same:

He is, I hear, ill in bed.
Hen on kuulerama vuoteenomana.

The foregoing attempt at a semantic analysis. of the English paren-
thetleals and their Finnish equalentsreveals at least the following
points:

(1) Among the parentheticals there is a group which ban be said
to express modality and could therefore he said to [unction like modal'
auxilittries or sentence adverbials. Between the members of' this group
there are hardly -any meaning differences, in spite of the individual
meanings of the Verbs occurring in thent. This is also seen in the fact
that they are translated into Finnish with the same .sentence adverbials

q

often formed on the basis of verbs correspo nding in meaning to the
English ones, ie. denoting belief; assumption and the like.

(2) The same group pf parenthoticals can,, however, be used in a
sdifferiant way in declarative sentences which function as questions, and
in these the pnrontheticals can be described as asking 'for theconfir- :
motion of the addressee (sr thik proposition. In this 'caw they are also

1- ,
translated into Finnish slightly differently, normally with the adverbs

1.varmaan and kai.
(3) In addition to the above mentioned clearly distinguishable

group.there are other parenthetleals whose meanings .cannot be 'lumped'
together but have to jor treated separately. These cannot iw described

' as `part Of the modality of the sentence, at least not ast,ienriy na the
'trrevieum group. In sons) cases. their meanings seem to derive directly

0
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from the meanings of the verbs occurring in them (eg. mean) but this
is not- always the case as is seen mple in to fact that I k ow
seems to denote concession on the part of the speaker. These facts a e
also seen, in the Finnish translations of these parentheticals.

(4) A general point which emerges from the attempt to analyse the
meanings of the English parenthetical clauses and their Finnish equiva-
lents is that any discussion of their meanings necessarily, leads to a
consideration of their functions) This is due to their meanings not
being genstally derivable from the verbs occurring in them although the

'meanings of the verbs seem to have some effect on how they are used.
Thus, the parentheticals clearly form an area where the borderline
between semantics and praginatics - if indeed there is any - entirely
disappears.

Within the pragmatic approach the parenthetical clauses have not
boon treated as a group but references have been made to them in
different- contexts, le. they have been mentioned as examples of diffe-
rent typei of pragmatic phenomena. The extreme view, of some parenthet-
ical clauses presented within pragmatics for example by Edmondson
(1981) is their inclusion in what he calls 'fumble's', which 'function to
plug speaking-turn-internal gaps, ie. they are used by a speaker (in
part) in order to gain time' (Edmondson 1981:153). Thus, I mean can
be described ha the most frequently occurring fumble of the 'let -mo-
explain type', a speaker-oriented fumble which communicates the fact

that the speaker is 'trying to communicate'. You know and you see
belong to 'cajolers' and are hearer-oriented fumbles, which appeal for
understanding. If for example I mean is seen es a pure fumble, its
Finnish counterpart would not be the literal translation toirkoltan, as
was suggeited above, but a pure fumble like niinku (a colloquial form
of n1111 kuin, 'as it were'). Whether the other parenthetical. could be
seen as mere fumbles is not sure; at least. Edmondson does not mention
them. 'Moreover, he does not give a full account of even" the fumbles
that he describes as fixed formulae, which 'constitute in 1,111mselves
neither interactional nor illocutionary acts, but are used in the per-
formance of illocutionary acts' (Edmondson 1981:153).

Another way of considering the pragmatic fulInctinn of parenthetical
clauses is seeing them as belonging to hedge8. As hedges, they could
either modify the illocutionary force of a speech-act or, soften the
assumptions about cooperation (Grice's Maxims of Quantity, Quality,
Relevance and Manner), as auggested by Brown and LeVinson (1978).

1.
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According to them, 'ordinary communicative intentions are often poten-.
tial threats to cooperative interaction'. When performing speech-acts we

make assumptions that might threaten the addressee's face and thug it
becomes necessary to hedge these assumptions, for example the assump-.
tion we make when promising something that the addressee wants to be
.done. Brown and Levinson also claim that conversational principles are
'the source of strong background' assumptions about cooperation, infor-
mativendss, truthfulness, relevance, and clarity' and tthey,. too, have
sometimes to. be softened so that they do not threaten the face of the
addressee.

The hedges on the illocutionary fordo can be.divided into sttiength-

ki, esters (emphatic hedges) and ,weakeners (those that soften or tents-
tivize) although both 'indicate something about the speaker's commitment
toward what he is sayingo and in so doing .modify the illocutionary
force'. The parentheticals that are uistd in'this function are those that
contain a verb of thinking or believing (eg. I guess, I think, I sup-
pose) and are all weakeners. The definition offered 'by Brown and
Levinson for hedges if) 'almost tie same as is normally given for modality.
(eg. by Lyons 1977),. whiCii would seem to indicate that hedges and
subjective epistemie modality are one and the same thing and the diffe-
rent names are only indications of "a different approach to the .same
phenomenon. The connection between modality and hedges is also seen
in Fraseilkb(1975) article. liedged-Performatives., by' which he meanp
performative sentences containing a modal or semimodal (eg. I mvt
advise you to remain .quiet, I might suggest that you ask again):

When the . English parenthoticals are used to weaken the Illocu-
tionary force of the uttegance, their Finnish equivalents are adverbs . of

41
the type of, luultavasti, 4 A, kai ('perhaps') or a modal verb like
taitaa rather than the more literal translations like kiisiVAtihseni,
ymadirtilikseni:

,

John went out, I suPPoso
Juasi meni kal ulos/ Jussi taisi mennti ulos.

B t he took some stuff for It, I believe.
Mu a htin kiiytti luultavasti/kai joitakin
Mutt ht3/4#talai kilyttl3/44 joitakitt-114kkeitli.
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The hedges on, the GriceSn Maxims 'emphasize that the cooperative
condition is Met, OR' serve to notice that it may not have been met, or

.,,queation whether tt has been met' (Brown and Levinson 11978:169.).

Thus, hedges on the Maxis; of Quality suggest that the speaker clues

, not take '.full responsibility for the truth of the utterance' ; hedges on

the Maxim of Quantity suggest that the speaker does not give as much*.
or as precise information as is expected; hedges on the Relevance
Maxim denote a change 'in fhe topic and 'perhaps apologize for it'; and'
finally hedges on the Maxim of Manner comment on the manner in which

a proposition is. expressed.
When considered in the light of the Gricean Maxims, most of the

parenthetical clauses considered above would seem to fall into the group
of hedges on the Maxim of Quality, ie. they could be seen as' sug-
gesting that the speaker is not taking full responsibility of the, truth of

the utterance. Again, these are the group of parentheticals which
contain a verb of thinking or believing; their pragmaticfiquivalents in

Finnish would again be adverbs like' varmaan,' kai, or a modal verb like

taitaa, rather than the more -literal translations like lasittAAkseni,

tiettitikseni, etc, which are too strong td be mere hedges. Thus, for
example I expect in the following example can be considered a hedge on

the trtith value of the utterance,
ex //ample

its Finnish equivalent could be

either varmaan or taitaa:

Hotel food isn't quite what you're used to at home, I expect?

Hotellin ruoka on aluksi varmaan aika outoa?
Hotellin ruoka taitaa olla vlihlin Outotc kotiruokaan verrattima?

The other, parentheticals are harder to place aryl-Ong the hedges. 1

'mean could be included in the hedges on either the Maxim of Quantity

or the Maxim of Manner since it seems lo signal that ptevious informal
Hon was not precise enough or net' altOgether. correct and that more
precise or more correct infoimation is. to follow, as inthe following:

Had she been dead lone.When Mrs. Kendal found her,

mean?

Oliko tytt6- ollut katAin kuolleona? Tarkcitan, kun rouva.

Kendal loyal tablet?

1
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; The' function of I wonder as a'.hodge is difficult to describe. It' is
added to questionil and cannot thus say anything about the speaker's
commitment to 'the -truth' vahle of the utterance, Perhaps it could be
describeeas a hedge on the Maxim of Manner. beeauselt suggests that
the question need not be taken as a real. 'question.

As for you know and you see, Brown and Levinson (111078) include
them in the hedges on the Maxim of Quantity (you know) and Manner
(you see). However, it seems 'difficult to see them that way, if. we
consider them 'fop example in the following contexts:.

I've never 'been to the West Indies before, you know.

She thought it better to leave her time to recover.
'It'll be alr right, you know', she said gently.

1 don't kn,ow if really believed him or not at the time.
But then, you see, the next day he died.

Their pragmatic function is muerlbetter detteribed by calling them pleas
to the addressee for cooperation, which is the definition iff the basic
function of ou know 'given, by tistman (1981)i .It is obvious, Ustman
(1981:18) sa s, that 'you know plays a very' central part in ensuing
cooperative nteraction in a conversation'. This does not, however,
ckplain its tinetion fully, for it also qualifies the accompanying propo-
sition in some way. A proof of this, says batman (1981:18), is the fact
that it cannot be added to sentences with no propositional content, to.
those that are instances of 'phatic communion' like How (,)o. you do., ,

Although' we can describe the basic function of, for example, you
know as an appeal to the addressee for cooperation, there is need for
distinguishing subfunctions under this very generideseription. In the
following ecintest, for example, you know could,; be said to correct the
yews bf the addressee; something in the speaker's intentions has been
misunderstood by the. addressee and he/she wants to correct the
misunderstanding:

I am your father you know.

ohm sinus istislgilenhan mind sinun istisi.

Y.
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Did. he viant.to leave you? Evelyn shoo her head We've got

two children, yoti know, she said.
HalusikO han jattlla sinut? Evelyn ppdisti paataan. McMahan
op kaksi, lasts, han sanoi...

As the above examples show , he Finnish equivalent could in these
cases be the suffix -han/hlin, ich is not. possible in cases in which, '.
you know signals a further explangtion to what has been said before,

as in the' following:

. 'she said there were all sorts of things on the bathroom shelf.
You know, tooth powder, aspirin and' aftei,shave

.00
Man sanoi, etta kylpyhuoneessa on kaikenlaista tavaraa.

. Nimittitin/kuten hammastahnaa, aspirlinia

We all have one great competitor, said Dr. Graham. Nature,
you know.

on eras suuri kilpailija, tohtor1 Graham.- sanoi.

Luonto nimittain."

The Finnish equivalfint here is. an adverbial' signalling following ex-

planation, with the meaning 'namely'. 'lltie.clause kuten tiedlit could also
be used as an-equivalent in Finnish in cases in which you know, signals

assumption of previous knowledge on the yart of the addressee and

could also in. English be describedatts meaning 'as you hnoiit'(ef. Ustman

101:22): 0,

Oh ea, 'but perhaps he forgot go. take his pills, 0-took too
mar)* them. Like insulin, you know.
Niin, ta

4
tinohti ottaa pilinrin;11 tai otti han inonta.

Same juttu lrin insuninin euhteen, kuten tied&tte.

You"know, , in the -form d8' you
as a down-toner. Ilittwoch's (1979),
the-speaker feels thaf he/she doe s

know?, can occur also, in quest
explanattn is that it signals
not hav4rthe right to expe

ns

that
the

listener to' know the answer. She distinguishes it .fromtthe mea ng of
do you think pad sbkliarly, for which she *Ives the ,meaning, t t

listener is not fixpecte& to pave definite knowledge, only' an opinion. In
both (*See, however, the Finnish equivalent is the suffix 7..hanyhlint

4
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Is he going do you know?
Where is he going .do you know?

is he going do you think?
Whore is ho going do you think?

Both are.anslated into Finnish.in the same wary;

..Onkohan hen landossil?
Minnekehlin hen on liihdesse?

Jilittwoch (979;411) also points out that 'question parentheticals affect
only. the preparatory . condition of the preceding speech act whereas
statement parenthetiqals can affect the .essential condition'. This she

ofsees as an explanation for the greater restrictiohs on the verbs, that
can occur in these parenthetieals and for their. relative infrequency if
compared to the statement parentheticals.

. Like you know, you see: can be described as an appeal te' the
addressee for understanding. Brown and Levinson (1978.) include it in
the hedges on the Maxim of Manner, which it can be said to be in the
sense that it signals that a further explanation or specification is t%
follow. This,,is seen -very clearly in its Pinnieh. equivalents, which are
adverbs like naliktifis/katsokaas (literally impeAtive forms meaning 'see'
or 'look' with the particle -s attachedto them) or nimittein ('namely').
The function of you sitil comes in other words very °loge to that of
mean. Consider the,following examples:

No, it's not like that at all.. Because you see, at till end of
the time it's not as though I'd just dozed off.
Bt se niin ole, el ollenkaan. Nimittein kun helrllrtn el minuets
tunnu yhtlien Mite, ett5 olistn torkahtanut.

Payment for being discreet isn't thought of tul blackmail. You
see, some of the people who stay here are the rich playboy
lot.

llionetunteleuudesta maksamista el .pidetil Mristykseni.
,., Nklikles jotkiit tailakkatimme oust rikasta.plaYboyjoukkoa.
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Thu foegoing discussion shows that the English parentheticals of
the.. believe. and you know type are items which have to be analysed
pragmatically. Their syntactic analysis reveals only their being loosely
attached to the sentence in which they occur, and their semantic anal-
ysis necessarily leads to a consideration of their functions. Many of the
let person subject + verb parentheticals ran be sa1,d to belong to ex-
pressione of modality and as such can also be seen functioning as
hedges. oft the illoeltionary 'form of the utterance or as hedges on the
Maxim of Quality. Their Finnish translations show that for this group it
is not significant which verb is used since the Finnist) equivalents do
not vary according to the verb in the original. There are however,

other, 1st person + verb parentheticals in which the verb seems to
matter. Fpr these the Finnish equivalents Pere different in each case.
These, too, can be described as hedges, but as hedges On, the Maxim of
Manner, not oT QuSlity, and thus they are not part of the modality of
the utterance.

The parentheticals with a second person subject (you know, you
see) could also be described as hedges on the Maxim of Manner, if this
is understood very loosely. But more clearly they are appeals to the
addressee for cooperation. However, when looked at more closely, they

turn out to hallo a variety of functions; which is reflected in the

variety of their'Finnish equivalents.
Ali a general conclusion it can be said that the Finnish equivalents

of the English parentheticals are clear indications of the diverse func-
tions which the parenthoticala can have. The Finnish equivalents vary
filmy literal clausal translations and infinitival constructibn reflecting
the meaning of 'the English expression to the particle -han/hAn, for
which it is impossible to give any clear moaning, and mere fillers or
fumbles like niinku or"tota. The answer to the. problem of the interpre-
tation of the English parentheticals sums to be then that they are
anything between a clausewith a clear propositional meaning end a mere
fumble used by the speaker to gain' time.
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'THIS', 'THAT', 0,1T,
vs.
''.1rtirri', 'SE'
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The demonstrative pronouns, this and that in English and their
Finnish counterparts ttima and tuo, belong to deictic expressions, which
serve to connect what the speaker is saying to his centre of orients-.
Hon. This in turn can be described as being constituted by 'his
person, his position in space arid time, his consciousness and his
emotions' (Rauh 1981:13). The task of the demonstrative ptonouns is to
'point' to objects in, the real world: this and MIA 'point' to something
that is close to the speaker, that and Vuo to objects further away from

,the speaker, ie. there is a proximal Vs. distal opposition hetween the
two pronouns. In both languages, ,however; the pronouns have other
uses in addition to the purely deictic, 'pointing', one: Although it has
been claimed (etc. Lakoff 1974) that the same principle that governs
their spatial deictic use, ie. the proximal vs. distal opposition, should
also be able to explain their other uses, it is in many cases difficult to '

see how this could be possible. There are ,for example cases in which
. .

there 1s no this-that opposition in Eniklish, ie. contexts in which only
one of them can occur, and other cases in which both can occur with
hardly any difference between theft. The same IS true ship of the
Finnish pronouns. Altogether, the rules that govern their use in both
languages seem to be so complex that this article will only- discuss some
particularly interesting points and try to bring out some of the diffe-
rences between the two languages.

Traditionally, two major functions have been distinguished for the
demonstrative pronouns; deictic and anaphoric. The difference between
the two is in Lyons's (1977) terms that debris puts o, titles into the
universe. of discourse so that they can be referred to, wliereas anaphora
presupposes the existence of the referent in the universe of discourse.
In anaphoric fuse the pronoun has an antecedent in the preceding' text
and refers to what its antecedent refers to, which, according to Lyons

41977:800), makes it possible to relate anaphora and deixis. The link
between the two can be seen. in 'textual' deixiS,, which means that
demonstrative pronouns as well as other deictic expressions can refer to
linguistic entities In the co-text of the utterance without being co-
referential with it, lel ,not referring to the same entities in the outside
world. An example of this in the second that in the following exchange:

., A. That's a rhinoceros.
H. How do you spell that?
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The second that 'refers to the word rhinoceros but not to the animal.
This 'pure textual deixis', as Lyons calls it,,is often confused with
anaphora though it is clearly different from it, However, the cases,
which are really between deixis and anaphdra are those in which the
demonstrative does not refer to the text-sentence nor to the referent of
any part of it but to a whole preceding proposition or to a speech-act

kperformed previously. This 'impure textual deixis' occurs according to
Lyons (1977) for example in the following exchange:

A: I've never seen him.
B. That's a lie.

Ase two major uses of the demonstrative pronouns, deixis and anaphora,
ar bus linked through a third one, ie. textual deixis (whether. 'pure'
or 'impure').

IOW

It seems to be generally accepted that the deictic use of the
demonstrative pronouns is the basic one and the other uses are, as it
were, derived from it. It is generally further assumed (es. Lyons 1977)
that, within deixis, spatial deixis is tho most basic notion and other
types, ie. temporal deixis'its well as textual deixis and anaphora, are
related to it. To quote Lyons (1977:668); 'It is the notion of relative
proximity in the co-text to the moment of utterance that connects

anaphora and textual deixis with temporal reference and it is the more
general principle of localization that relates temporal refereneelin many
languages at least, to the more basic notion of spatial deixis', To these
Lakoff (1974). adds emotional deixis, which should also follow the prin- 41
ciples of the deictic use of the pronouns. As mentioned above, the
decisive fact6r in the deictic use of the pronouns in the principle of
proximity, ie. the difference between this and that, ttimd and tuo is one
between proximal and dieter or non-proximal as Lyons prefers to call
it, and this distinction should then underlie their other uses as well.
Seeing it as underlying for example the' anaphoric use ofthe deministra-
tive pronouns is in some Cosi.* very difficult, as Lyons (1977) 8190

admits. Some of these difficulties wilt come out In the following discus-
Mon.

In Finnish, the gituotion is further complicated by the fact that
the- demonatrative pronouns include a third member se, which according
to, some ,grahmarians (eg. ilet Iti 1951) has a weaker demonstrative
meaning than throe and tun. Other grammarians (lig. Sire 1964'V and'

I
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Penni la 1963) see as as belonging to both personal and. demonstrative
pronouns, although keeping the two functions apart seems to be virtu-
ally impossible. Penttil/i (1963:510) for example say, that if the
reference material is not Veal*, se can be regarded as e personal
pronoun, but the concept of 'clearness of 'reference material' itself is
very vague. There is no doubt, however, that se is also used deictic-
ally as in the folloiving example:

We otan tlimsn, eta sins seja.jatetlilin tuo Pir Jolla.
(1'11 take this, you take it and we'll leave that for Pirjo.)

How se is ,placed ace ding to the principle of proximity is verifdiffl-
cult to determine. It has' been suggesteethat se refers to something
that is further away fro.; the speaker than what is' referred to by tuo.
Penttila (1983:510) adds that tuo ...lifer.. to persons and things that can
be pointed at whereas se refers to something that could be pointed at
but need not be pointed. at because attention is already directed to it in
one way or another. But this explanation 'does not -Clarify the position
of se in .view of the principle of proximity nor is it Lure that se is
further away from the speaker than tuo. There is no doubt, however;
of the fact that both se and. tub are. distal as compared with the proxi-
mal tams" and that se has to be brought into a discussion of the Finnish
demonstratives.

. In English the pronoun it, which is normally given as an equiva-
lent for se, is considered to be the neuter form of the third person
singular personal pronoun (eg. Quirk et al 1972), although historic..11Y
it is related with tat. it is true that it 'is not used deicttcally like the
Finnish se, but in many other ways it. resembles the derhonitretilie
pronouns 111,11.and that. Al a matter of fact, Etndp (1979) observes that
it and that are both used in reference to the sae" kinds of items, aild
Lyons (1975a7) points out that they are partly in complergentary distal-'
button and partly in free variation in particular eyntactie'environments.
Furthermore, Ilalliday and Haien (MO) are of tile °pint". that although .
it' operates 'in the byren of personal pronour , it Can the explained as
being the neutral or non-selective type of the nominal demonstrative.

'Indeed, as will be illustrated below, descriping the difference between
,the uses of it Ond that is as difficult as telling apart tuo and ee'411 in
Finnlah. All this teems to indicate that it should be, irichitied.',in a
ateaudelon of 'the use ,of'. the demonstrative pronoun*. in MOO, particW.

4
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larly If we want to'compare thorn with the Finnish dembnstratives, \
among which so corresponds .partl30 ty that and partly to it, as will be
seen below.

what follows the purely doictic use of the demonstratives will
not be. discussed as such but the principles of .pitexhaity which. are
supPoied to govern Oda use will be' the starting point for a discussion
of their other urn. Particular attention will be -paid to the extent to
which they are explainable through the proximal vs. distal opposition.
The ,comparison of the two languages will in some cases begin with the
.linglish pronouns, in othort the Finnish ones, the basicaim being to
find out to what extent the two systems correspond to 'each other.

1

0 Both this and that have a function in which
for the proximal vs. distal opposition to occur,
in which this, is used but that is impossible and
which that occurs bid not this. McLaren (1980)

there is no possibility
ie. .there are contexts
vice versa contexts'in
podia thOse uses of the

pronouns 'asymmetrical'. They seem to be fuithest of all from an
connection with the doictic use of the pronouns.

The asymmetrical use of this occurs in contexts in which a new
referent is introduced into the discourse.' It can be oven used dis-
course-initially, often with the there is /there are constructions:

There was this farmer from Ballycaatle (MacLaran 1980)
There was this travelling salesman (Lakoff 1974).

kt is notAtorthy that this is unstressed .here; if stressed, it implies
1opposition with that, whicie,the introduclry context does not ;Mi.

This !pre,entatioper this can be to be used in place of the indef-
inite 'article here, ie. the indefinite article is ,.normally used in the
presentational contexts, while the definite article would be impossible if
the referent being introduced were tbtally new:.

8

There was a farmer from BOycastle and ...
*There

was the fttrIletsfrom Ballyeastle and he ...

62
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The definite article is not a seible replacement for the 'P)esentetional
this in other contexts either, .which is shown by the fallowing example
given by Lakoff (1974):

71

Be kisded her with this unbelievable passion.
an
the

The fact that the- presentational this cannot be replaced by the definite'
article proves that in this function this has lost a feature which is
essential to its deictic use, ie.: the feature +deftnite. In its deictic use
this' picks out a specific referent which is definite, while in the eboVe
expel)]* the referent is specific but indefinite. Lakoff (1974) points out,
that the presentational thio; is limited to colloquial use and would' not
occur in a formal context like the following:

a

There was this tradttibn in Ancient 'Greece,:that the Trojans
were descended from Dardanuve

and associates the use with vividness end a desire to involve the
addressee ,in wpt iti being said. Therefore she includes if in her
emotional deixie. Through the use of this the referent comes clogeke to
the addressee and thus it is possible to see a connection with the

. deictic use of this.
The corresponding Finnish pronoun tam' is not Used in presenta-

tional function, The Finnish translation of the following English

sentence shows that this is treated as a 'replacement of the indefinite
article:

At least he said it was glien to him by this acquaintance who
. had told hits the story about a man .

7 !
Ainakin hen kertol. **Ansonia sen. *AEU . tuttavalta, joke

Since Finnish has no articles, -either no article. or an indefinite pronoun
(era., &II) translates this in the above case.. If thn was used in the
Finnish sentence (Idnaltin hanikertol saaneensa In OA., tuttsvalt*# *

4
joka...); the 'referent .would not be. indefinite but known' and the
following relative "clausa would restrict its mining and ootold not be

.
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interpreted as extra information as the relative clause in the original
English sentence can be Similarly, tAmii would make the. referent known

Iin the following context:

I was driving quite happily and then suddenly there was this
funny rattle under the hood ... .

Mein than rauhallisena ja sitten yhtlikkiii alkoi kuulua WHO
kummallieta rahinea konepellin alts

It must be concluded therefore that the Finnish pronoun Mina cannot
lose its feature +definite, whi(th is posable in the case of the 'corro-;
bponding English pronoun. .

.

The asymmetrical use of that occurs before a restrictive modifier,
usually a restrictive relative Obtuse. There is no oppolsition- with this,
ie. this is not possible in these contexts:

/

Only attempt [ thbse questionif for which you know the answer.
*
these .

Here the alternatir is the definite, article: Only attempt the questions
for which you know the answer. According to titteLaran (1980), that in,.
this restrictive use can occur discourse-initially without reference to
context but the relative clause is vital to the 'establishment of refer-

. '.ence. As a result the restrictive, that is definite but not specific unlike
its deictic use, which is both definite and specific. The Finnish tuo
cannot occur 'in the cerrespohding contexts, which have' either no

" 'Vdeterminer or seine:
1

Yritil %testate vain (niihin) kysymyksiin, tiedit
vastsuksen.

Tuo thus bannot lose its feature +specific. if tuolnuo occurred in the".
above context, it would refer to specific copetions and the rowing
relative clause would not be restrictive.

Another function in which it is difficult to 13oa the basic delete
opposition between this and that is the 'motional deixis', even though
lasioff(19/5:356) for example eliding that '41iirs is a clear lingulitic link
between emotional and gpatiat closeness and distance', which is seen in
thin emotional use of this and quit. Yet, according to her analysis, both

04 )
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pronouns can establish emotional closeness between the speaker and/Wm
listener. The emotional use of this creates vividness through the idea of
closeness. As Was mentioned above, Lakoff includes the presentational
this in her emotion. use of this. In addit1OA, Lakoff counts as emo-
tional 'uses of this cases in which the speaker refers to something or
somebody already mentioned but outside the discourse proper. 'The
speaker's' use of this links his present thoughts to the previous mention!

of the, relevant Rom' (Lakoff 1974:347). Lakoff further suggests that its
most natural use is with proper names which the speaker expects to' be
familiar to the listener, as in the following:

I see there's going to be peace in the mideast. This Henry
kissinger is really something.

4
This use differs from the normal discourse deixis in that the relation-
ship to le familiar referent can be only inferential, ie. the above
example does not impl# that Henry Kissinger has been mentioned before. -

It is noteworthy that\also the pronoun that can be used to create
cloieness althetigh in its deictic 'use it is a distance marker. According
to Fillmore (1971), that creates a kind of 'camaraderie' or 'solidarity'
when- for example a garage mechanic says to the car owner: That left
front tire is pretty_ worn or it shows sympathy :when a doctor says to
patient 'How'is that knee? According to Lakoff (1975:351), an indicati
that seme notion of Imaraderle is involved here is that 'when 'a dire
Hon !)L sincere and given out of real desire to help, that may be used;
othe wise not': Soak that toe twice a day!, is tdIright, but Shut that
mou'thl is not. In this ,case that is 6 substitute for the pOssessive
pronoun your. Tixe difference between your and that is that by using
the former the speaker puss himself out of the' picture but by using the
latter he implies that there is soon kind pf, relationship, even one of
distance, between himself and the addressee ( Lakoff 1975:3,52). Thus,
through the use of that al.emotional link is :instablished between the
speaker and the addressee. Ilxplarfttlions of this kind have to remain as
mere speZulations. Wliat is certain however is that this could not

produce the same effect in the above cases, for example How is this

knee? or This loft front tiro is pretty worn would include s deietie
, .

reference.
In Finnish, it 4ems that e itamgrid tUo are not used emotionally in

the way their English counterparts are used; instead se'seems to.have

*
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tide function, at least it is the most natural equivalent for both this
and that in the above examples:

Lahi-itaan nilyttlia tulevan futile. On se Henry Kissinger' vaan
aikamoinen.'

11,..001-

Kuinkas se Dolvi Jakselee?

16

It.can even be used with a proper name in direct addresi to create.
'solidarity' or express 'fondness', as in the following:

TietttakOs se Iltaija mikg lintu tuo on?

Tama and tuo in the emotional Use would be too 'pointing', for example...
Mitenklis tuo polvi Jakarta? would bring into mind a contrast with the
other knew; ie..'that knee, not the other one', As pointed out above,

. se is weaker in its de yris 'Meaning than Uinta or tuo and apparently for
this" reason it can be more easily used 'emotionally'. a could perhaps
be erompared here with the intermeliate demonstrative 'That occurs in, It
many languages.ind which can be described as meaning 'that near you,
that of. yours', (bakoff .1975, Rauh IN).

The pointing quality of the Finnish tuo comes out also in its
discourse uee (this term comprises the uses which Lyons calls textual
and anaphoric)'. If reference is made tii. a prececling proposition as a
whole, tuo is , normally used only when the proposition referred to
occurs in the other ihterlocutor's turn :.

. 0

. A. Joka tapauksessa han kutsui teidlit kotilnea. Tailltl'
kaupungissa Ja myOs maaseudulla.

r VB. Miksei.' Kylla tuo totta on,
(A. In any 011/10 he invited you to his )tome. ilere Ilh town

and alas in the country.
D Yee,) 'Oppose that's true.) . ,,,

.1

A. Eivikt kidkki ole yhtli onnellisessa asemassa kWh te.
B. Tuo on totta.
(A. Not everybody is asp lucky as you.
B. That is true.)

4k-' 66
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In other cases in which English hail that referring to previous propo-
----

sition Finnish prefers se, as in tttikfollowing contexts:

It had lobked like a faceless apparition.. But that was because
the face was Mack...
°lento oil todeUa neyttanyt kasvottomalta aeveelta, mutta se
johtut siiti, Otte kaavot olivat mustat:,

In English that rather than it is used in references to a pre eding
proposition. This is supported by the findings by Linde (1979:344),
who bays that 'in all of the instances of reference to a preceding state-
ment taken as a stateMent, the. reference is accomplished with that
rather than it or any oft* forM'. However, also this and temli\seem to
be posa6sle in references to previous propositions, as can be eken in
the follOwing:.

Old ladies were given to a great dearof rambling
conversation, People were bored Iby this, but
Varatuomari Elo oli ,kauppaneuvoksen suurien asioiden
juriati Mutta time ei

Whether there is any difference between this and that in English and
time and se in Finnish in these referencesto propositions is difficult to
tell. In the above examples they would seem to be in free variation, '

unless he 'emotional' differences mentioned, above can be used as
explan' ions, ie. this suggests emotional' closenbes and that distance.
Aecordi to Halliday and Hann (191.91410), this works partly in dia.-
logue: gin dialogue there is some tendency for this to refer to some-
thing the speaker has said himself and that to refer what the inter-
locutor has said.' But otherwise the proximity principle does not haite
'much effect, unless it is of the emotional type. The only clear diffe-
rence is that in forward reference (cataphora) only this is poedible and
not that:

And I'll tell you this in plain Bible terms, the guilt that' t
weighs on you is the guilt of adultery.
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The same applies. to Finnish-a io. tikieli is uSed.in' cataphOric reference:
"

Meidp lAhtdkohtamme .on Maailmaissa on liikaa.
eplivarmuutta la pessimismilk (Ilakutyn a' Karlsaon 197941

It seems that also it could be used in cataphoric reference but not the
4

Finnish se, as is seen in the following English example and its Finnish
translation:

I hate' suggesting it - but don't you think perhaps she ought
to see a doctor?
Minusta on vastenmielistli ehdottaa Oita - mutts etkd ole sit&
mielth, °HA hAnen kaydil

. ..
.. The game difficulty of telling the difference between this and that

concerns the *real anaphoric use of the pronouns, ie. the cases in which
there is an antecedent in 'the preceding text and the 'pronoun is corefer-, .
ential with it. No principle of ploximity, unless it is of the emotional
.kind, can explain, why this is used in the first one of the following
e afiples and that in the. second one:

.11

&

lie asked for his brown raincoat. He insisted that this was
his usual coat ,during the cold winter months.

A. I hear you -dislike his latest.noliel.
B. I read his first novel. That was very boring, too.

Se is again the most natural translation in Finnish, Mal and tuo would
bath by too emphatically pointing:

Min pyyai ruskean sadetakkinsa. H &n vAitti,' kW se oli Witten
tavallinen takkinsa kylminA talvikuukausiruk....

A. Kuulin, ettA sing at pidA hinen Viimeisimmastil
teen.
B. Luin Mien Arnsimmaisen romaaninsa. Sokin oli tyla.

In English, too, it complicates the picture of the anaphoric use because
it seermi to be .an alternative for that. There ire some eases, Allowever;"
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- in which that is needed do bring out a contrast, in. which. it would- not
. .

be emphatic enough4 as, in the folloviing: a ,.. .. ..
1

f

A..e..-h01 told ;,fou a story about a kind of Lucresia
B. So he did. DuCtheteWas.qUite a different kind of story.

In. yinnish, tuo would not bpoasible in the corresponding context,'
apparently because of its too pointing character:

r
2

' han oli kertonut eirkUlle jutun erilAnlaisesta Lucreata
-;,'Borgiastai .

B. Niin hAn told. Mode Be ( tuo) oli kokonaan toisenlainen.

It Is noteworthy that, in cases in which there are several, Subsequent
references to the same item, that is used in the first instance and it in
the others:

A. Oh! -We're all worried.

H. You tooViecause of Major Palgrave's death? I've loft off
worrying about that. People seem. to have forgotten it,
take it in their stride.

The same principle seems to, apply even when reference is made to a
preceding proposition, ie. that occurs in the flrit infilance and it in the
subsequent *lei:

But these things aren't hereditary. laverybody knows that
nowadays. It's an exploded idea.

Finnish uses se. in ,both tsastas

,

Mutta nAmil seikat eiv*t periydy. Jokainen tietak sen nykyalin.
./ fie on IranhentunUt

Linde (1979) uses the notion of focus of ettention in efplaining the
'lifferente between the and it and concludes that there is 'a strong.
'pteferenco (Or that if reference IN made to items 'which are .out. of the
,'focus of attention rokeieoce to to Here withib the footle of
attehtkhl .hard (1975) refers. to **railer pheneinenOn..Out desgribes It
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as that moving the point of reference and it being preferred for already
mentioned items, which difference is seen in the following sentences:

First square 19 and then cube it.

is 'an instruction 'to perform both the squaring and cubing oporations
on the number 19' whereas

First square 19 and Then 'cube that

'tells us to cube the square, whichihas not been explicitly. mentioned
but has come to attention as the result of the first operation.' This
principle would explain 'why, in the cases of 'several subsequent
instances.' in 'Finnish, tuo is not used in,either. case, se doullibe used
in the first one;-

Korota 19 ensin toiseen potensSiin ja Anton korota se
kolmanteen.

in the latter case however, a noun would have to be use to make sure
that reference is to the new (tem brought into attention:

Korota 19 ensin toiseon
kolmanteen -potenssiin.

potenssiin ja sitten korota tulos

There is a ease in Finnish in which the anaphoric timit has to be
used, in which tuo and se are not possible, and in which the English
this cannot be used: Hindi occurs in references* Uzi n person who has
been mentioned in the tirecedifirtext:

Tohtori Graham lattyi seuraansa.' Nelti laski neuleensa
phydkille"fit-teivehti tohtorla.
TAmesanoi heti ...
,Dr'. Graham came and joined her. She. put' her needles dOWn
and greetedchim. He said at once....

-11

The meaning .of Him* is 'the last -mentioned person' and it is used to
clarify that the reference: is to the person mentioned last in the

;
preceding text, -ie. the principle- of proximity, is relevant here.- Since
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Finnish does not distinguish sex, in the third person personal pronouns,
as English does, reference in the above example would remain ambigu-
ous. ThUs in Finnish, 'in cases whore the use of a personal pronoun

oi
in, hen) would load to ambiguity the pronoun tame can be used, with
the -*leaning 'the last mentioned' (Hakulinon and Karlsaon 1970:319).
This is part of a mote general difference between the two languages. In
English neither this nor that can be used as pronouns to refer to
human referents, in either deists or anaphora, except 'in relational
clauses of the equativo typo where one element is supplying the identi-
fication of others' (Halliday and Hasan 1976:83):

Do you want to know the woman who designed it?
That was Mail Smith.

Finnish does not have this reStriction, which is seen in the common
'colloquial use of time and tio in .spatial deists to refer to hunnin
referents nt' in the speech situation: og. Teme/tuo sane 111111

(This /that (person) said so.) Parallel to this is als the very frequent
-

use of no in reference to human beings in collbqui speech instead' of
the third person personal pronoun hen.

In most. of the cases discussed above the demonstratives have been

used as independent pronouns, except in the discustlion% of emotional
(Mids. Similar Consideratigis apply to .this and ,that and in Finnish

tuo and se when used as determiners, le. the proximal-distal
opposition doe* not explain their use. It seems that the English.this
and that are used without any apparent difference between them simply
to indicate that the NP has a known referent, that it has beeti referred
to previotsly although not mentioned in the immediate context. In most
cased the definite uncle couid,be used in the same funetiont in *11, the
°steeples below the referent is not present In the speech situation. nor
has it been mentioned in the immediately' preceding collext but has.
been talked about before and is therefore known to both the speaker
and the listener:

I thought yoit'd .want to Anew about what my movements were
when this wretched girl was stabbed.

She saw something, some puzzling incitient, something to do
presumably with this bottle of pills.,

t ,
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hi both examples that or the, would be equally possible. Similarly, in
the following example,. In which that is used, this or the could occur as
well;

1/4

0
I didn't put that bottle of pills there and I don't know who
did.

In the corresponding eases tuo or se and loss frequently time are
used in Finnish although no determiner is needed to indicate that the
referent is known:

Luuli Widen tahtovan missli mine Ilikuin kun
tuo tyttti raukke. surmattlin.

Hen nekl jotakin, lonkirn tillistyttliVen tapauksen, jotakii mike
Iiitty1'

Aline on pans t site pulloa shine enkti kuka son on
sinno pannut.

Temli would be too, 'pointing' in the above cases and Would. indEate that
the referent is present In the speech. situation. Also tuo seems to be
too 'pointing' in some cases, and .then so is preferred, as' in the
following: 1

You haven't had any more of.those gooses, have you?
Onko sinulla vitae ollut niite unia?

There are, however, cases in which Finnish requires a determiner,
usually tuo or se,.'where in lingliah tlw definite article is enough,
because otherwise the referent could be intbrpreted as unkpown. Thus,
f4 example in the following it Would not be clear withOut
miner' that the door in question has been mentioned before, ie. the
demonstratives function as substitute articles In these cases:

.

4

Could it have been Jackson who had come out of the (Won?
011sIkohan Jackson voinut tulle Woe tuoste Ovesta4,

72'
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In colloquial speech the Finnish demonstratives are frequently used
oven when the definiteness of the refereilt would be clear without them
and there is p need for 'pointing', as is the case in the follbwing:,

A. Mika tees oli kysymyksessit?
Ii, Karl Marxin Manifest der-itommunistischen Parted.
A. Ntin. elven. EnonnOhan harraati Oita nykytaidetta.
Kunnon mica, optillemiktta. Kun of °But, noita turhia ja huonoja.
tapojakaan.

That there is no need for a determiner showing definiteness is seen in
the English translations: .

A. Which book was it?
Ii. Karl Marx's Manifest dot. kommunistischen Partei.
A. Oh yes. Yousr 'untie was interested in modern art.
A good man. Didn't have any bad habits either.

It' seems, then, that in both English and Finnish the demonstratives are
sometimes used 'needlessly' as determiners, ie. there is no need for
pointing but in English' the definite arii" would, be enough, in Finnish
no determiner would be needed. if there is a reason for their use in
"these cases, it has to, be, looked for again in emotional deixis. Another
possible explanation is that the use of the demonstratives helps create a
feeling of colloquial speech.

As a summary of the preceding discussion the following points can
be made:

(I..) In their litre defied° use the English and 'Finnish demonstra-
tives follow the same proximal vis. distal principle' with the difference,
however, that Finnish has a third pronoun se also used in deletie
reference. It sednitsiVlat lima corresponds to ,this but tuo and se divide
the functions of Witt. what the difference between tuo and se is not
easy to explein, but often se refers to something closer to the address-,

es viheroas tuo refers to items further away from both the speaker and
the listener.

(2) However, when pealing with' the discourie defeat, use' of the
English demonstrativg, tt hoe to be included, in the discussion since tilt
and it come every Close to each other in their .discourse See. As a
matter of fact, making a distinction lietwean the tWo is as difficult Is
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describing the difference between no and tuo in Finnish. Some guides-
tions as to a difference between them can, howevor, be'made:

(a) When reference is made to a preceding proposition, that is

preferred to it. Here Finnish is clearly different as tuo is posSible only
if the proposition is part of the previous speakOr's utterance. If ref-
armee is to a following proposition, this and tAndi arc
and tuo are not possible..

(b) In real anaphoric reference that brings out a contrast with
othe'r items and is definitely more emphatic than It, which is demon-

used but that
0

strated by the fact that if reference is made several times to the same
\ item, that is used in the ,first instance and it in the subsequeM onus.

In Finnish tuo is even more 'pointing' than that and consequently the
neutral se is preferred.

(3.) It is difficult to'.see. how the proximal vs. distal opposition
could expl r the difference. between this and that or tamii and ,tuo in
their anacho use unless dome- kind of emotional .proximity .and dis-
tance are meant. Thy same applies even more clearly to these pronouns
when they, are used as d,rminers. In this uss they often simply
suggest that the item to which the NP refers. has been mentiNed some-

where previously and is thus kn wn. The definite article wouki_In miny
cues be enough in .English. I/ Finnish, however, a demonstrative is

;

sometimes needed as .0 kind of su stitute article.
(4) The proximal vs. distal opposition is very vague also in the

emotional use of the demonstratives this and that because both can be
used to create ploserness, although in different typos of Contexts. In

Finnish ,the pronoun Bernthal' than ttim8 or tuo Is used emotionally,
whibh is in agreement with the fact that also In. other languages which
have an 'intermediate' pronoun, this pronoun is used in *notional'-

reference. . . . ,

(6) The English this has a use in which it loses its feature +dal-.

**
'lite. In this presentational use there is no possibility for an opposition
with that, snd in Finnish/tam/I cannot be used, as its eqUivalOnt. In its......
turn that lOses its. feature +specific whorl used in a determinative func-
tion. In thitl. case its Finnish equivalent is no and nolo tau,

so

/
The ovrrsil picture - even though it is admittedly a vague one -

/which emerges from the above cross-language diaeuefileri, is that the

Finnish demonstratives lama and tuo 'seem to retain more of thflir basic
;:pointing' quality than their English counturnitrts this and that. That
, they arq capable of doing it may be due to the esittikttee of n third,

..,...

ia
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neutral pronoun 8e, which Is used in many of the functions in which
English uses either this." or that, particularly 'that. But in neitker
language is it -possible to predict the other functions of thO dereonstra-.

tiyes from their purely doled°, 'pointing' ust. In English that is loss
Alk marked than this; according to Lyons (19771847), 'there are marked

syntactic positions in which that occurs in English and is 'neutral with
respect to proxinly or any other. distinctions based on doixis'.8 The
Finnish tuo is not neutral - perhaps again due to the existence or the
demonstrative se except as a determiner, in which position all three
Finnish demonstratives come close to losing any distinctions 'based on
del xis

It was said in the/ introductory chapter that deictic expressiohs are
pragmatic phenomena par excellence because they are concerned with
'the encoding of many different aspects of the circumstances surround-
ing the utterance, within\he utterance itself1.(Levinson 1983:55), The
'above discussion has, however, shown that the use of the demonistra-
fives, although they are basically doled° expressions, cannot be wholly
explained through referling to 'the ability of language utters to pair
sentence with the contexts in which they would be appropriate'. Their
choice cannot be entirely explained wish the help of the circumstances
surrounding the utterance but their use seems to depend in some cases
on how close psychologically the speaker fettle the referent to be or how
close to the referent he wants tir mike the listener feel. It must be
therefore admitSed that the explanations in these Gases are beyond the
reach of pragmatics,

r.

+
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'languages contain elements, words and 'phrases, that do not
render themselves to normal semantic and grammatical analysis but can
be adequately described only through reference %to their contexils of
use, ie. items such as thank you, all right, OK, please. That this is
the case is seen for example In the ,way dictionaries treat these items:
often they do not even attempt to describe their meanings but give
examples of the contexts in which they are used. Bilingual dictionaries,
however, sometimes also give equivalents in the other language even
'when there is only a partial functional .correspondence between qv/-
Items, eg. they might give ole hyvti as the Finnish equivalent for
please, although this information is partly misleading. Yet, it" is 'obvious
that these items play an important part in social interaction, particu-
larly since some of their:, eg. please, are considered 'to convey a
speaker's intent to be heard 'as speaking politely' (Fraser 1978:11).
Consequently, learning to use therii correctly is not insignificant for the
foreign language learners, particularly since they might be misled by
the partial pragmatieymquivalence between the tbreign expression and
one in their mother .tongue. A systematic oross-tanguagd comparison of
the use of such expressions as please and ole hyvti seems therefore
justified.

According to the ORD, please was originally an imperative or
optative form, a shortened form of please you, .whose meaning was
originally 'may it (or let it) please you'. Its present meaning is
described by the same source as 'be pleased' or 'If you please'. There
does not seem to be any general agreement about its meaning, however,
since for example Quirk et al (1972:471) paraphrase it with 'please me
by ...'. Qeukens (197$) is nearer to the OED definition when he argues
that please has a conditional meaning, that it Ib in fact a lexicalization
8f an underlying conditional sentence (eg. 'if you don't mind'), and
moreover, if added to a request, it makes the fulfilipont of the request
deperid on the (good)will of the listener.

Syntactically, please has been considered to be in present-day
English Qne of the formulaic adjuncts, 'a small group of. adverbs used
as markers of courtesy', like cordially, kindly, etc., (Quirk et al

1972:470). There is, however, a clear difference between please and the
other formulaic adjuncts: it cannot be modified by Lea, whereas the
others can. Thus, it is clearly not an adverb on a inn' 'with cordially
and 1.119,11y, which even have the adverbial suffix Sadoek (1974)
aasjigns please two syntactic functions: that of a senteneemadverbial and

s
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what he culls a free-standing please, which is a 'request by itse It is
not clear, howov,or, what exactly distinguishes. these two functlons 'from
each othAk. Sadock's example for the free-standing plcaSe is Please. It'a 't

cold in here, whereas please in Please, 'get -me a drink would be a
sentence-adverbial. But, which category would please in Please, Sir,
did you call? belong?. As these ,examples Illustrate, the 'syntactic treat- /
ment of please'ls by no means straightforward.

.

The expression normally given as the Finnish equivalent for please
is the phrase ole/olkaa hyva, which is also an imperative form with the
literal 'meaning of 'be good'. The phrase is, however, in the imperative
form only when it stands alone or is attached to a sentence whose verb
is in the imperative. If it is attached to an interrogative sentence
functioning as a request, it appears in the interrogative form

, (oletko/oletteko hyvii), ie. syntactically it follows the structure of the
sentence with which it occurs. A further proof of this is 'that it has to
be in the conditional form if the sentence is in the conitional. It
cannot in other words be considered a formulaic adjunct like please but
has retained the syntactic cha cteristicsof a verb .-f adjective phrase.
However, when used as a marker of politeness, the phrase has certainly
lost Rome. of its original, literal meaning. According to the NSS, the
meaning of the adjective hyva in thia,J)11iteness phrase is a weakened
use of its ethical meaning of 'morally valuable, flawless, innocent,
noble'. It is difficult to. see even ,thi 'much of its original meaning in

,
some of the contexts in which the j phrase is .'used. There is another;
version of the phrase with a chi ge in the adjective ole kind. ('be
nice'), which is snore colloquial than ole hyvli. /It cannot, however, be
used in all the, contexts in which 'Ole hyvli.occtIrs, due to 'he meaning

-_____

of the adjective, as will be seen later. This supports the claim that the
phrase is not a mere fOrmulaic expression of politeness but 'the adjective
in it has at least some meaning. Thup, it can be said that the Finnish'

!

phrase has retained more of Its original syntactic and semantic proper-
ties than the corresponding linglish expression,, and it will therefore be
interesting to see to what extent this fact moats account 'for the diffe-,
relines in their use.

,it -Both the English please and its Finnish counterparts can be used
Independently or attached to a sentence. One of the most frequently
occurring uses or both please and the Finnish phrase is in cOnnection
with directive speech aeth. Thus both cep be added to an imperatiVe
sentence to mitigate. its illocutionaryk. force, to make it more polite.

. 78 ;
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Please is mobile with imperative sentences: it can occur in the initial,
Anal, and even medial position (Quirk et el 1972:270):

Please sit down!
Sit down please!
Ask him please what he wants!

The Fihnish phrase must naturally be in the imperative form in this
case and can be 'phice0 either before or after the main imperative
"lentence, but usually-not in the medial position. If it is platled in The
initial position, it is usually connectet_with the rest of the sjytence
with the conjunction ('and'):

Ole hyvA ja istul
Wu, ole hyvit
?Kysy Winona. ole hyvi, mit& hNn haluaa!

Naturally, neither please tor ole hyvA can occur with imperative sett-
tences which do not have directive force: .Take one more step, please,
and I'll shoot/ Ota v14& yksikin askel, ole hyvA, la' mind ammup.

Please and ole hyvA can also be used with interrogathe sentences
with directive fore,. Again, please is mobile whereas the 'Finnish phrase
has to precede the man inte*rogative sentence, whose grammatical fei'm
it also folloviS, being in the interrogative form and containing a condi-
tional if the sentence itself has one:

Could you please open the window?
Oletko hyvii ja avast ikkunan?
Olieitko hyvA ja.avaisit ikkunere

Please also Mee with any other type of sentence which is used with
directive force.1Thus it can be added also to declarative sentences used
as directives:

You WitIll'please leave the room.
aonaer whetter you would mind opening the Window please.

According. to Sadciek '(1974) an4 Gordon and Lakoff (l976), please can
actiddly be added in front of any sentence that is Amid as'a dartoitee#

)79..
.
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npt only to those indirect directives which have become convention-
alixed, like the two examples above. Thus, the following sentences,
which, if used as requests, have to be classified as hints, allow the
addition of please:

Please, it's cold in here.
. Please, it's ten o'clock.

. .

,. This, according to Sadoa k, Is the 'free-standing' 'please; 'a request in
it itself' and usually a request to stop, doing something ol, to undo seine-

thing. that has just been done. It is up . to the listener' to figure out
what is being requested in that particular context, because the speaker
only gives a 'hint. This 'type of request only allows the initial please;
the sentence-final please is limited only to those case whose 'logical
structure conveys a request' (Gordon and Lakoff .19 5).. Thus, It's
''bold in here please is not possible. It could be saidy that in this case
the function of. please is to clang the speech-act function of the utter-
ance,, making it clear that it is be understood as a request. ..

The Finnish phrase cannot e used with hints meant to be taken.
as directives. There is a syntactic restriction, to this: as

'
was mentioned

, ,
above, the }Irish phrase has to be adapted to the syntactic structure

4' of the sentence to which it is attached and this is not possibleln cases.*
like Ttitilla on kylreli ('It's. cold in here') or Kok on jo kYmmenep ('It's
ten o'clock'). The Finnish phrase always has a second person form. of
the .verb, oils and thus cannot be syntactically- joined with sentences
with a third person form: In connection with directives it' is thus. ',,
Whited mainly to ''utterances. that/are imperative or interrogative in form,
It 'might be `.possible also with declarative sentences.' with ..a second
person subject like .the following: . ;,.

1

SinA olet hyvA ja landet Vieth huoneesta.
(You will please leave the room.)

but not with a declarative sentence Without a second person subject:

lialuan sinun lahteviin tLgtA huoneesta, ole
(1 want you to leave this room please.)
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The. colloquial veraidn of the Finnish phrase, ole kiltti, behaves

syntactically like ole hyvli.,; Semantically, they are not ..equivalent,,

however obviously due to the difference in meaning between the adjec-4,

Hoes hyva and WI Ha: ole kiltti ca_ xi be used with directives whose

illocutionary force is- 'that of an appeal but it cannot mitigate a

command.. Thus, for example, if the speaker offers the listener a seat,
.he/she. does not say Ole kiltti ja letup, but if the speaker is irritated
by the fact that the listener is standing in spite of several offers of a.

self, he/ehe might appeal to the listener by saying Ole kiltti ja istu.
This is further propf of the meaningfulness of the. adjectives in the
Finnish phrase's .

Both please and the Finnish phrase can octour even in reported
directives: Thus it is possible to say in English He %eked me if I would
please leave the room, and in Finnish lian'pyysi minuaolemaan h_yva ja

.11ihtemalin huoneesta. As the example shows, the Finnish -phrase again
follows the orm of the in the Main part of the sentence and is

.
thus in an. nfinitive form (olemaan hyvli) required by the reporting

verb.
I

In English, please can also be added to questions, ie.. interroga-

tive sentences which funtion as requests for information. Thin faet has

been used as an argument for the inclusion of questions into directive

speech acts. It has been argued that, since they allow the addition of

please, their underlying structure must contain a performative sentence
14 ..-

like .'I request (you tell me S)'. Sadock (1074), however, admits that
pleaae cap only be added to questions of a restricited type, namely

Thu'se in which the speaker ,has no personal stake in the. response'. Rie

examples are from a Context in which
who diseoyerad the Bronx, please?. It

like Whep did you find that lovely

a teacher asks a pupil: Johnny,
could not be added to questions
dress, please?, claims Sadock...

However; examples can be found that eontradict Sadock's description of

the contexts in which. please can occur: a speaker asking What time is

it, please? or .on the phone, Who is speaking, please? of hive a
Personal interest In the answer, which might even contaiti vital

information. On the basis of these example , it Could be argued that
pleaaeis added to, questions when the apes er wants to appeal to the

listoper because the answer contains iniportant information. Perhaps it

should be said that please We here two different roleb: in one case it

is a ere politeness formula, in the other it makes the questi more1

mere

insistent. In any case, there is no possibility of adding the nigh
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olkaa hyyli, to questions, not oven in cases j,n which it ,:would be
possible to join it syntactically with the sentence. Thus, Oletko hyvf Jo
landet Ilelsinkiin nuomenna? is a request for action, not a request for
information. The only way of getting olo hyvii attached to a question
would be by adding .a performative verb and making the question itself
into a subordinate clause: Oletko_ hyvti ja korrot mith kollo on?
(literally: 'Will you3ie good and tell me what time it is ?').

Another case in which the addition of please is normal, in English
but its Finnish counterpart Is impossible is in utterances in which the
speaker asks for permission to do,something:

May I please go now?
Saanko Iiihteli nyt?

tS The Finnish phrase is impossible here 'because the sentence contains $
first person subject and ole hyv requires a secohd person subject.

In all the cases discussed so far, please and ole hyvh have been
attached to a sentence functioning as a directive, a question or a
request for permission to do something. Both can, however, lalso be
used alone without an accompanyin/ sentence, forming by themselves
the second pair-part to an adjacenly 'pair. Thus, both 'tae and ole
hyvii .can be used as affirmative responses to a request for permission
to do something:

Can I borrow your pen? - Please (do)I
Saanko lainata kynlitisi?' - Ole. hyvii!
Can I be brutally ,frank? - Please (do)!
Saanko olio alvan suora? - Ole hyvti!

Please also occurs as an affirmative response to an offer, ie. it shows
the acceptance of the offer. It is often accompanied by the affirmative
yes:

Shall I carry your bag for your? - (Yes) please.
Want any sugar? - (Yes) please.

82
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In Finnish, olo /olkau hYvti.cannot occur in this function; the affirmative t
response to an offer in Finnish is. normally Kyllii kiitos 'Yes thhnk
you'):.

Voinko, kantaa laukkuasi? Kylla kiitos.

a the speaker answered the above question with Oly hyva,- it would

moan that he/she had interpreted the utterance as a request for portals-
Mon to do something. Thus, in the following example, which can only
be, ictorprotethasofTer, only. kyllli kiitos is 00438110e: ,.

4q

llaluatko sokeria? Kylni kiitos. .

The Finnish Olo/olkita hyvii also occurs as a kind of second
pair-part in an adjacency pair in which -the first ptit -part is a request
to the listener to give something to the speaker; th pragmatic equiva-
lent in English would in this case be Here you are:

Voitko antaa tuon lehden?+-t Oto
Can you give. me that ,paper ? - Here you are.

Related to 'this is the use of olc/olkaa hyva as a verbal accompaniment
of the offer pf some °nicely. for example- food .t a dinner table, which is
clearly a function in which please Is. not used.. Auoiher function in
which olo /olkaa by ili occurs but please does not la as ,a response to an
expression of glatitudd:

iitos avustal Ole hyvIll
Thank you for your help!, Don't mention it.

4 !
e

, On the other hand, please h.. a further olion not shartd by the
Finnish phrase: it (stows a a kind of attentidp-getter, as an appeal lo..
someone ,to' listen to the peak eg. Please, Sir, tild you call?, or it

a, can be added as a p en formula an att -getter HO Excuse
me, lea b pragmatic eq val t In nigh. is normally,
Anteekvit suoka

:

. tik .
The cases s ed above should, be sufficient proof of the claims

made at the Peginnip of this paper that pleaso and oleS hyyll are only
partially eituivalent pragmatically and that this is at !salt 'partly due to

.

I.
a
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their dleferent grammatitial: statuses and different meanings. It is clear
'that the Finnish expression/ is a verb + adjective phrase Since the verb
chives its fora) according to the form of the sentence to which it is
attached. Unlike its Englist counterpart, it cannot be described as a
more formulaic
this phrase: it
subject, which

adjunct. There is a syntactic- restriction to the use of
can only be adjoined 4to sentences with a second person
limits its use. for wtample, in the connection of .direc-

tivey
As to their Reanings,itsither phAse has retained its original

meaning although, again, the Finnish expression is closer to it than the
English one. In beth cases It is difficult tb describe the meaning in a
way that would be applicable in all of the contexts in which the expres-
sion occurs. The paraphrase for please given by Quirk ee'al (1972),

'please me. by' could be used when please is added to directive's and so
.0 could Geukens's (1978) explanation of please as a- lexicalization of a

conditional sentence like 'If you don't mind'. Similarly, the Finnish
phrase seems to be close to its literal interpretation in this funcilon.

,
The use of these expressions with directive's, is usually associated with
intended politeness, or at least they are considered to mitigate the
force of the utterance. Fraser (1978:11) /Claims tat please could not be
used in issuing a demand, 'an act which surely borders on being inher-.
sonny impolite'. Yet, it seems poitsible to say in ,gn gli h Shut up, please'
with a demanding tone,. just as well as it 'is possible to say In Finnlih
Olkaa'hyvtit ja pitAkati suAne kilnni, neither of which is partictilarly
polite. It seems that in some' cases please and ole/olkaa hyvil. are
attached to a directive to make it' more insistent, rather than to mitigate

rc its force. When tirese expressions are used as answers to someone,
asking for's permission to do something, the above interpretatiorts seem'
to lose their vlue. ,3t does not mike sense to parap ase Please do with
'Mealy me 14 doing IV when it is used an alkesponse o someone asking

f. A

for perAssion to be 'brutally frank'. Noe does it mail senors to inter-
pret ole hyvAas an appeal to the addressee's 'goodness' hi the oorre-

,
spondikg Finnish exchange. 'If it lasses you'414to uld be a More suitable
paraphrase In this case. Thus It In impossible to givie a pt;raphrtise for
either please or ole hyvi that would be'puitalila in, all contexts.

Yet, there are some cities in which the'keining6 of.-these expres-
sions can be used as explanations for Atheir not occurring in those tt
pontixts. Thus, if an offtiire of setnetidna has been mad, , there le' no
WS, in accepting it with AI phrase 'ttiat appeals tor Ole addressee's

84
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9. gckidness,' ie, by using olo trill in Finnish. Similtrtly, If We think that
pleas)? moans either* 'please me by' or 'tf .11 please& You/if 'you don's.. . . .
mind', it .18 undOltgaindabie *pal it is ,,not .used,,,. like ole hyi.i, as .11

. ... relinse to somebody's expression
o

of, gratitude. But the-Finnish. phrase,

does not make any mre sense in this case, which meats thnt it, too, Is.

..

a more politeness formula without a meaning of itt.' own id some con-
. ..

tex.ts. .
ol

0 ..1

T*6111n tip:' ./wecan au tliat theanSlyeis of please and ole hyvt3/4 is
.4* more COniplex than would-lie ths, analysis of for example thank you and.,

. kiitos, ofkwhich. we cat:Cway ttnt'lney expl'essf:the gratituds, of the .!
- * .. . speaker or nre used whorl the kookier feels groteful orothinks ho'sho Is

11:

expected to show gratitude, ie.' the meatitng -cf thine ptirases deter-
mines ti tir use. An w% hlwe seen, thfs itt.,,net the .case with either
i6see or olo hyva, tvhoge correct use mighrtherefore cause particular

learning problems.
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